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### Nomenclature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JPS / JuPedSim</td>
<td>Jülich Pedestrian Simulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPScore</td>
<td>Calculating engine of JuPedSim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AI</td>
<td>Artificial Intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP</td>
<td>Shortest path algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rd.</td>
<td>Random choice model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDH</td>
<td>Nearest room/door heuristic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMap</td>
<td>Cognitive map model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR</td>
<td>Virtual reality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMD</td>
<td>Head mounted display</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP (Ch. 9)</td>
<td>Starting point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP</td>
<td>Decision point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conc.</td>
<td>Concourse level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stc.</td>
<td>Staircase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KD</td>
<td>Knowledge degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fam.</td>
<td>Familiar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Col.</td>
<td>Collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTO</td>
<td>Travel time optimization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_i$</td>
<td>Mass of pedestrian $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\vec{x}_i$</td>
<td>Position of pedestrian $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\vec{F}_i$</td>
<td>Force acting on pedestrian $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\vec{F}^{dr}_i$</td>
<td>Driving force acting on pedestrian $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\vec{F}_{ij}^{rep}$</td>
<td>Repulsive force between pedestrians $i$ and $j$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\vec{F}_{ij}^{rep,wall}$</td>
<td>Repulsive force between pedestrian $i$ and wall $j$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_i$</td>
<td>Subset of pedestrians that influence pedestrian $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_i$</td>
<td>Subset of walls that influence pedestrian $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta t$</td>
<td>Time interval between updates of isovists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_v$</td>
<td>Visible crossing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_i$ (Ch. 3)</td>
<td>Distance between the visible crossing $C_{vi}$ and a selected crossing to unexplored area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\vec{P}L$</td>
<td>Line segment from the agent’s position to the nearest point on the ellipse that represents the landmark’s position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\vec{PC}_i$</td>
<td>The line segment from the agent’s position to the center point representing crossing to unexplored area $C_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_i$</td>
<td>Angle between the line segment $\vec{P}L$ from the agent’s position to the nearest point on the ellipse that represents the landmark’s position and the line segment $\vec{PC}_i$ from the agent’s position to the center point representing crossing to unexplored area $C_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_{min}$</td>
<td>The smallest angle of all angles $\alpha$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P$</td>
<td>Parameter that describes the general probability that signage is detected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_i$</td>
<td>Probability that pedestrian $i$ perceives sign $S_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_0$ (Ch. 5)</td>
<td>Probability that the first visible sign is perceived by an agent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>Number of consecutive signs that have been detected by an agent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>Number of consecutive signs that have been ignored by an agent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\zeta)</td>
<td>Model parameter that describes the increase of the probability to detect signs if previous signs have been perceived</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\eta)</td>
<td>Model parameter that describes the decrease of the probability to detect signs if previous signs have been ignored</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d_i) (Ch. 5)</td>
<td>The shortest distance from the center of crossing (C_i) to the vector (straight line) that represents the direction indicated on the sign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\vec{S}^R_i) ((\vec{S}^R_i))</td>
<td>The vector that represents the direction indicated on the sign (i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\vec{S}C_i)</td>
<td>The vector that connects the sign’s center and the center of crossing (C_i).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\beta_i)</td>
<td>The angle between the vector that represents the direction indicated on the sign and the vector that connects the sign’s center and the center of crossing (C_i).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\vec{S}_i\vec{S}_j)</td>
<td>The vector that connects the positions of signs 2 and 1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\gamma_{i,j})</td>
<td>The angle between the vector that represents the direction of the instruction on sign (i) and the vector that connects the position of signs (i) and (j).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\gamma_{i,min})</td>
<td>The smallest angle of all angles (\gamma) that are related to sign (i).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(P(k))</td>
<td>Probability that a certain landmark is part of the regarded cognitive map</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(k)</td>
<td>Self-rated knowledge degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(m/P_0) (Ch. 7)</td>
<td>Parameters of the linear equation that describes the relation between self-rated knowledge degree (k) and the probability (P(k)) that a certain landmark is preserved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{dev}_{\text{min}})</td>
<td>Lowest average deviation between the route usage observed in the study and predicted by the model.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Abstract

Computer simulations of pedestrian dynamics are common and reliable tools in order to evaluate safety risks of facilities. However, still many software frameworks for evacuation simulations imply the assumption that all simulated pedestrians are familiar with their environment and therefore take the shortest path to the outside. In fact, the spatial knowledge of people generally varies. Thus, the assumption that all persons of a building possess comprehensive spatial knowledge is a rough approximation of the reality. Especially for simulations in complex buildings the reliability of this approximation is questionable.

In order to make simulations of pedestrian dynamics more reliable in this regard, this thesis introduces a new software framework. This framework provides the possibility to predict route choices of a group of people with varying spatial knowledge degrees. Therefore, the framework also considers selected wayfinding strategies that are applied beside the use of spatial memories. These are using signage, using generalized knowledge about the structure of buildings, and search strategies.

In addition, three studies have been conducted in order to investigate wayfinding abilities and strategies of people in office buildings and subway stations. The results of the studies are discussed and are used to calibrate and test the models of the new software framework.

Finally, the framework is applied to conduct a case study of an evacuation scenario in a subway station. The case study turns out that the egress time in the station is strongly dependent on the wayfinding strategies and abilities of the occupants. This outcome suggests that the proper consideration and prediction of route choices is relevant and necessary for reliable evacuation simulations.
Kurzfassung

Computersimulationen von Fußgängerströmen sind heutzutage ein gängiges Hilfsmittel, wenn es darum geht, Sicherheitsrisiken eines geplanten Neubaus oder Bestandsobjektes im Vorfeld zu erkennen und zu analysieren.


Schließlich wird das Framework im Rahmen einer Simulationsstudie in einer U-Bahnstation angewendet. Diese Studie zeigt, dass die Räumungszeit der Station in Abhängigkeit der Wegfindungsstrategien und -fähigkeiten der Personen stark variieren kann und daher die Berücksichtigung menschlicher Wegfindung in Evakuierungssimulationen relevant ist.
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Part I

Introduction
Chapter 1

Simulation of Pedestrian Dynamics

1.1 Motivation and Application

In the last decades the worldwide population in urban environments has been increasing severely. In the year 2030 the worldwide percentage of people living in agglomerations will have doubled in comparison to 1950 [Hedda Nier 2017]. In addition, the proportion of employees who are commuters has been increasing in the recent years. Now, the percentage of commuters already exceeds 50% in various German cities [UN DESA 2014]. At the same time large-scale events became more and more popular.

These trends are accompanied by new major challenges for urban planners, designers and organizers in order to ascertain moving urban traffic and to avoid congestion and overcrowding. Facing these complex challenges computer simulations of movements of individual pedestrians or crowds of pedestrians are used more frequently by responsible persons.

Simulations are not only applied to evaluate escape routes in facilities but also to design pedestrian areas in city centers, malls, traffic stations, and airports. Nowadays, they are common tools in order to detect and assess safety risks in a planned new construction or an existing property. In advance, simulations provide detailed information about the pedestrian flow at each location within the facility. For instance, it is possible to detect high densities in a narrow corridor or to identify platforms in a subway station which are temporarily overloaded. Simulations are used to investigate both evacuation processes and daily traffic phenomena. They are applied to ensure the occupants’ safety in various indoor facilities of any size and also in the context of outdoor events e.g. music festivals (see Fig. 1.1).

In addition, pedestrian crowd simulations help to understand the underlying reasons for the occurrence of overcrowding and high occupant densities. Consequently,
they provide the possibility to counteract crowd disasters e.g. Love Parade 2010 \cite{Stolowsky2010}, Phnom Penh 2010 \cite{CNNWire2017}, Moscow 2010 \cite{Buribayev2010}, Mekka 2015 \cite{Reuters2015}, London 2017 \cite{Griffin2017}.

1.2 Models

A computer simulation is the application of a mathematical or rule-based model. In general, models consist of a set of rules or equations that describe coherences, phenomena or dynamics of an event. In terms of the modeling of pedestrian movements a distinction is made between modeling the operational and the tactical level. The operational level considers the physical movement of persons to a determined visible target. This comprises moving in free space, leaving space to walls, steering around obstacles, and possibly interacting with other pedestrians.

Generally, the pedestrians’ final destination is not in sight from the starting point of their travel. Hence, routes, possibly via subgoals, have to be planned to reach the final destination. The tactical level comprises the pedestrians’ route planning or rather route choice decisions.
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1.2.1 Operational Models

In principle, there are two types of models that are put into practice in order to predict the operational movement or rather the interaction of pedestrians. On the one hand, there are macroscopic models which describe a crowd and their properties, for instance its speed and density, as a single entity. Partially, they have been developed following rules of fluid dynamics. Predtechenski and Milinskii [1978] have to be named among those who introduced the first macroscopic models to predict pedestrian traffic. Due to the reduced complexity it has been possible to apply these models by hand. Consequently, they were commonly used at times when computers were not prevalent or not sufficiently powerful. However, the original and more elaborated macroscopic models which are partially implemented as a computer program are still popular and applied in specific situations. For a first overview about macroscopic models see Kormanová et al., 2014; Twarogowska et al., 2014.

On the other hand, there are microscopic models. In contrast to their macroscopic counterparts these models consider each pedestrian as an individual. Consequently, every modeled pedestrian (called agent) can be provided with individual properties or rather parameters e.g. its desired speed. Thus, it is possible to model heterogeneous groups of pedestrians and to identify fluctuations and differences within the groups, for example in terms of their densities. In principle, microscopic models are accompanied with an increased amount of computational effort. Some models consist of a system of coupled differential equations (an equation for each of the pedestrians). This system can only be solved numerically and therefore practically only with the help of a computer.

Cellular Automata belong to the group of microscopic models. Here, the agents move on discrete cells with a specific size (commonly 40 cm) by predetermined, partially probabilistic, rules (see Fig. 1.2(a)). In principle, Cellular Automatas require a small amount of computational effort in comparison to other microscopic approaches. It is therefore possible to simulate large-scale scenarios in short time with current desktop hardware. However, the discretization of the room is accompanied by disadvantages in terms of the representation of the structure of a building which decreases the accuracy of the simulation. For more information about Cellular Automatas see for example Blue and Adler [2001]; Kirchner and Schadschneider [2002]; Nishinari et al., 2004; Kretz and Schreckenberg [2006].

In contrast, space continuous models allow agents, as the name already suggests, to move in continuous space. Force-based models are prevalent among these. One of the first force-based model was introduced by Hirai and Tarui [1977]. Since then, many
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Figure 1.2: a) Agents of a Cellular Automata moving from cell to cell to reach the exit.
b) The three forces that affect the physical movement of an agent in a force-based model. The forces are exemplarily shown for one agent (and one neighbor).

modifications, extensions and improvements of this and other early models have been published. However, the principle is still the same: It is assumed that the physical movement is affected by three forces (see Eq. 1.1 and Fig. 1.2(b)). The first force represents a pedestrian’s willingness to reach his/her destination. In consequence, it is an attractive force driving the agent towards the destination. The second force is a repulsive force between the agents and makes them keep distance to each other. The remaining force ensures that the simulated pedestrians keep sufficient distance to walls. For each of the agents the superposition of these forces equals the total force that affects the agent. The total force equals pedestrian’s mass \( m_i \) times pedestrian’s acceleration \( a_i \) which is the second time derivative of its spatial position:

\[
m_i \cdot \ddot{\mathbf{x}}_i = m_i \cdot \mathbf{a}_i = \mathbf{F}_i = F_{dr} + \sum_{j \in N_i} F_{rep,p}^{ij} + \sum_{w \in W} F_{rep,w}^{iw} \quad (1.1)
\]

Here, \( N_i \) describes the subset of pedestrians that influence pedestrian \( i \). \( W_i \) is the subset of walls and obstacles that affect pedestrian \( i \). Pooling the equations for each agent results in a system of coupled differential equations which can be solved numerically. For information about further force-based models see for example Chraibi et al. [2013] (brief overview) or Helbing and Molnár [1995]; Yu et al. [2005]; Kretz et al. [2008]; Parisi et al. [2009]; Chraibi et al. [2010]; Seyfried et al. [2011].
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Beside force-based models, there are space continuous approaches that determine the agents' velocities directly instead of their accelerations e.g. [Nakayama et al. 2005], [Tordeux et al. 2016]. Since the velocity is the first time derivative of the spatial position, only one numerical integration step is necessary here. This fact comes along with some advantages in terms of numerical stability.

Furthermore, rule-based models e.g. [Thompson and Marchant 1995], models based on Voronoi cells e.g. [Xiao et al. 2016], and models that consider anticipatory intelligence (collision avoidance models) e.g. [Karamouzas et al. 2009], [Asano et al. 2010], [Karamouzas et al. 2017] are present in the literature.

Experiments and model validation

The modeling of pedestrian movement is only a part of the investigation of operational pedestrian dynamics. The other major part is the execution and analysis of field studies and studies in controlled environments. Without knowledge derived from studies models cannot be tested, calibrated, validated or improved. At worst, they even cannot be developed at all (applies particularly for empirical models).

Beside the validation of models, experiments generally are crucial to understand basic dynamics and complex phenomena of pedestrian dynamics. Various studies can be found in the literature, for example simple single-file motion experiments e.g. [Chattaraj et al. 2009], [Ziener et al. 2016], [Cao et al. 2016], [Sun et al. 2018], studies of pedestrians moving through corridors and bottlenecks unidirectionally and bidirectionally e.g. [Hoogendoorn et al. 2005], [Kretz and Schreckenberg 2006], [Seyfried et al. 2010], [Liu et al. 2014], controlled studies of more complex scenarios such as multidirectional traffic at junctions, and field observations in large facilities such as stadiums e.g. [Kemloh Wagoum, Armel Ulrich 2013], [Burghardt 2013]. For an overview about various studies about pedestrian dynamics see [Shi et al. 2015].

1.2.2 Tactical Level - Route Choice Models

Travel distance and travel time optimization

In the beginning of pedestrian simulation frameworks, a common way to find a valid route to an exit for each of the simulated pedestrians consisted of abstracting a facility as a graph and using shortest path algorithms e.g. [Dijkstra 1959]. It was assumed that people try to save energy and resources and thus use the path that is related to the minimum effort. The use of shortest paths implies the assumption that the pedestrians know the path to the nearest exit. However, in complex buildings, it can be difficult
to find at least any exit, particularly the one that is related to the shortest travel
distance. Sometimes, global comprehensive knowledge about the facility’s structure
in combination with exact estimations of distances would be necessary to identify
the shortest route. Though, many occupants in public buildings are very unlikely to
possess this necessary knowledge degree. This applies especially for facilities with a
lot of first time visitors. Sufficient and correct signage theoretically enables familiar
as well as unfamiliar visitors to follow a short route to the outside. However, not all
persons follow signage which i.a. has been shown by Galea et al. [2014].

Hence, the utilization of shortest path algorithms is based on assumptions that
turned out to be wrong in many cases. Nevertheless, the application of shortest
path algorithms is still a good choice for selected scenarios in which wayfinding and
orientation is trivial or exits even can be seen from any point in the facility e.g. in
stadiums or outdoor festival areas.

If a shortest path method is applied, situations can occur in which a large number
of agents queue in front of an exit that is part of their shortest way. They queue at
this door despite the existence of a further visible adjacent exit that is barely used.
To avoid cases in which agents strictly stick to their original path and therefore accept
long waiting times, travel time optimization algorithms e.g. Kretz [2009], Guo and
Huang [2011], Kemloh Waguom, Armel Ulrich [2013] have been introduced. These
algorithms find paths that minimize the travel time and thus instruct the agents to
use alternative ways to avoid jams. Still the majority of these optimizations imply the
assumption that pedestrians possess comprehensive spatial knowledge and are able
to evaluate path lengths accurately.

Route choice models which consider human wayfinding abilities

NOTE: Major parts of this subsection (contentwise but partially also word-for-word)
have already been published in Andresen et al. [2018].

In complex buildings the reliability of the above mentioned optimization methods
is questionable. Therefore, further models have been introduced that consider human
inabilities in terms of wayfinding. This comprises the consideration of wayfinding
strategies of persons who are not entirely or even completely unfamiliar with the
spatial structure of the building.

With the help of a queuing network Løvas [1998] investigated the impacts and con-
sequences of discrete choices at the knots of the network depending on various types of
behavioral pattern models. The behavioral patterns include a random choice, a path
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following (frequently used path) and a directional choice behavior. The frequently used path model makes agents tend to travel on a determined path. By a prescribed probability the agents lose the path and proceed by using random choices. If the directional choice model is applied, agents prefer graph segments (edges) leading them to a specific direction.

Ehtamo et al. [2010] introduced game theoretic modeling which enabled unfamiliar agents in their software framework to observe and imitate route choices of other agents. Furthermore, agents’ knowledge can be restricted arbitrarily so that they possibly only know about a fraction of exits.

Kneidl [2013] distinguishes between people that are familiar with a certain environment and those who are not or only to some extend. To model agents who have restricted information about their current environment, Kneidl [2013] introduces spatial inaccuracies concerning metrics and direction. Furthermore, human wayfinding is represented by various models including route choices that depend on the direction to the destination, on the preference of routes that avoid turns and on the movement of other people. Additionally, landmarks are introduced serving as subgoals or rather subdestinations [Kneidl, 2013].

Kielar et al. [2016] created a unified routing model by utilizing the models of Kneidl [2013]. By unifying the models that represent persons with profound knowledge and persons who are unfamiliar with the environment his new approach grants the possibility to simulate pedestrians with several different degrees of knowledge. In addition, the agents are using a mixture of appropriate tools and strategies to find their way.

To find an exit without any knowledge about the spatial structure, von Sivers et al. [2016] present modeling approaches for search strategies (random search and nearest room/door heuristic (NDM)). Using the random search algorithm agents randomly select the next possibility to proceed. Agents proceed to the nearest located (measured by euclidean distance) room or rather door if the NDM is utilized. In both cases the agents avoid crossings leading to rooms they already have visited.

Tan et al. [2015] created an approach which combines a personalized spatial cognitive road network with implementations of selected routing strategies, e.g. the use of the shortest path, the most familiar path or the least crowded path.

Furthermore, models can be found in the literature that consider the human inabilities to perceive signage, for example in dependency on the signs’ properties, on the distances and the observation angles to signs or on lighting conditions [Filippidis 2006; Xie et al. 2007; Kretz et al. 2011; Nassar 2011].
In contrast to the scientific community that investigates pedestrian dynamics where human wayfinding approaches still are rare, computational models of wayfinding are widespread in the field of cognitive science, neuroscience, artificial intelligence, robotics, etc. On the one hand, there are neural architectures explicitly modeling mechanisms in the brain which are involved in the wayfinding process, incl. learning, forming and retrieving spatial memories. Models by Burgess et al. [2000]; Madl et al. [2013] are belonging to this group.

On the other hand, there are symbolic models modeling wayfinding and navigation abilities in a more generalized way. They make use of rules and facts which are representative for neural procedures. Partly, the models, combined with sensory input functions, are implemented in robot systems enabling the robot to navigate autonomously. This includes the recognition of landmarks, destinations and starting positions, determination of the own location and decision making. Kuipers [1978]; Gopal et al. [1989]; Kuipers [2000]; Beeson et al. [2010] are to be mentioned among symbolic models. See Madl et al. [2015] for a comprehensive overview of symbolic models and neural architectures.

By this time, computational cognitive models are elaborated regarding a plurality of aspects and principles of human wayfinding. Many of them are, considered as a whole, not well suited for an implementation within a simulation framework for pedestrian dynamics. This is caused by the fact that a majority of those models are created to serve different purposes (research on architecture and mechanisms of the hippocampus, robot navigation with a particular relatedness to sensory input functions, etc.). Certainly, various basic ideas of the mentioned models can be adopted when creating a wayfinding model for pedestrian dynamics simulations.

**Wayfinding studies**

Studies or rather experiments that investigate human wayfinding are vital to understand the underlying processes. In this context, it is i.a. of interest to figure out which wayfinding tools or strategies e.g. using spatial memories or following signage are used in a specific situation and how accurately human beings apply them. In the literature, many studies can be found that investigate learning, storing, retrieving, and implementing spatial memories, but also the perception of signage and the influence of environmental factors on the route choice decision. These studies were conducted by scientists of various fields such as psychology, neuroscience, cognitive science, geography, architecture, but also from safety and traffic scientists. Selected studies that are relevant for the present thesis are discussed in Chapter 2.
1.3 Thesis Motivation, Objective and Outline

Although various aspects, tools and strategies of wayfinding are already taken into account in the previously mentioned models there is still room for improvements. Software frameworks of the state-of-the-art consider selected or even only a single wayfinding aspect. However, studies showed that people solve wayfinding tasks with the help of multiple tools. Depending on the situation these tools are applied simultaneously or subsequently.

The goal of this thesis is to create a model framework that is able to predict evacuation processes or rather egress times more accurately than state-of-the-art software by considering human wayfinding aspects more thoroughly. For this purpose, this thesis introduces a software framework that considers multiple tools and their collaborations that are mainly involved to solve wayfinding tasks during evacuations. As the scope of this thesis is restricted, it will not provide explicit modeling approaches for all of these tools. Therefore, the author selected the tools and their according strategies that are applied in individual wayfinding tasks. In consequence, tools that use information from other persons are left out. This means, the agents of the proposed framework neither intentionally follow other pedestrians or imitate the others’ route choices nor avoid other people or congestions.

Instead, explicit modeling approaches are presented that represent the structure and application of spatial memories, the perception and use of exit signage, and the utilization of wayfinding strategies based on environmental factors and generalized experiences. In addition to the individual models the framework incorporates rules that arrange their interferences. Furthermore, the framework is intended to be flexible and expandable so that still missing route choice models can be appended at any time.

The majority of the modeling approaches that are introduced in this thesis are event- and rule-based. That means, they consists of algorithms incl. instructions and if-branches that are executed in case of a specific event. Mainly, there are no mathematical equations or systems of equations that describe the models or their application. Instead, the steps within the algorithms are described and explained with the help of flow charts conceptually. The explicit implementation (source code) of the algorithms is not shown as it would go beyond the scope of this thesis. If the reader is interested in (specific parts of) the source code in order to reproduce (the results of) the framework or use it for own problems or purposes, he/she is referred to Andresen [2018].
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Beside the modeling work that is shown in the next chapters, results of three wayfinding studies - a study conducted in an office building and two studies conducted in a subway station - are presented. They provide new insights in the selection and implementation of various wayfinding tools and strategies in office buildings and subway stations. Besides, with the help of these results the introduced modeling approaches are calibrated. It is shown that the calibrated models can reproduce the route choices of the studies’ participants with a minor error. Particularly, it turns out that, in comparison to state-of-the-art route choice models such as shortest path models or random choice models, the framework is better suited to reproduce the route choice distribution that resulted from the study in the office building. The deviation between the observed route choice distribution and the distribution that is predicted by the framework is remarkably lower in comparison to the distributions from the other shown models.

Although the calibrated framework is capable of reproducing the resulting route choice distributions from the studies in good approximation, it is not able to predict a route choice of an individual in an arbitrary situation. The route choice of an individual may depend on a huge number of influencing factors. This thesis focus on selected factors that are considered to be mainly involved in a wayfinding process. If factors are contributing to the route choice that are not taken into account in this thesis, the framework will fail to predict the route choice correctly.

The models can only provide an educated guess of a route choice distribution of a group of pedestrians in which a majority relies on considered strategies and personal habits of individuals play a minor role. Even in the best case, this educated guess is only an approximation of a route choice distribution of a real system. Nevertheless, they extend state-of-the-art models by considering wayfinding abilities more thoroughly and contribute therefore to the improvement of pedestrian simulations.

The thesis is structured as follows: To understand the development of the models that are introduced in the following, it is necessary to describe the basics of human wayfinding first. Therefore, a detailed literature review about wayfinding and its aspects, tools and strategies is given in Chapter 2.

In Chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6, the mentioned software framework including its modeling approaches is described.

The subsequent two chapters (Chapters 7 and 8) provide insights in the results of three wayfinding studies and describe the models’ calibrations that have been done with the help of these results.
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In Chapter 9 the software framework is applied in the context of a simulation study of an evacuation scenario in a subway station. The study presents insights in the alteration of route choice distributions in dependency on the usage of specific wayfinding strategies. In this context, it is i.a. shown in how far the usage of signage affects route choices and therefore the overall evacuation process.

Finally, the software framework is assessed and its strengths, possibilities and limits are discussed in Chapter 10.
Chapter 2

Human Navigation

NOTE: Major parts of this chapter (contentwise but partially also word-for-word) have already been published in [Andresen et al. 2018].

2.1 Navigation - locomotion and wayfinding

Navigation tasks play a major role in the human life. People were and still are faced with them every day while traveling, merchandising, hunting and communicating. Nevertheless, the majority of underlying mental mechanisms involved in the navigation process are still not entirely known.

Navigational tasks require locomotive abilities on the one hand. These abilities enable people to move to visible destinations without colliding with walls, obstacles, other persons, etc. [Montello and Sas 2006; Wiener et al. 2009]. Therefore, the immediate surrounding is observed by sensory-input systems [Montello and Sas 2006]. The operational level of pedestrian dynamics modeling corresponds to the modeling of locomotion.

On the other hand, navigational tasks include wayfinding tasks. A wayfinding task comprises the localization of a specific non-visible destination and the planning of an appropriate route leading (possibly via subgoals) to the destination [Golledge 1999; Montello and Sas 2006; Wiener et al. 2009]. As a consequence wayfinding requires the localization of objects or places beyond the visible surrounding. Accordingly, the modeling of wayfinding processes corresponds to the tactical level of pedestrian dynamics modeling.

[Downs and Stea 2005] describe wayfinding as a four step process. The first step comprises the determination of the own position, whereas the second step consists of the planning or choosing of a suitable route. If no route could be found, one has at least to choose a desired direction. Additionally, effective wayfinding requires the
ability to detect deviations from the desired route or the desired direction. Eventually, the final destination has to be recognized when it is reached [Downs and Stea, 2005].

Wayfinding requires the capability to perceive, memorize, retrieve, and assess spatial information in terms of mental representations of the environment. People’s abilities to solve wayfinding tasks successfully differ widely [Wolbers and Hegarty, 2010]. Particularly, individual differences emerge concerning their capability to encode and process spatial information [Wolbers and Hegarty, 2010]. Qualitative gender differences appear in the selection of spatial information and strategies aiding the wayfinding process [Lawton, 1996; Lawton et al., 1996; Wolbers and Hegarty, 2010].

2.2 The cognitive map

Lynch [1960] proposed that people built an abstracted mental image or representation of their large-scale environment. Basically, this mental image describes what has been called cognitive map in the subsequent years by the majority of scientists from related fields. The representation consists of memorized objects and their spatial relationships to each other [Garling et al., 1986; Golledge, 1999].

Primarily, Tolman [1948] introduced the term cognitive map in the 1930s. He conducted experiments with rats. Without being driven by stimuli the rats were able to retrieve the direction leading them to a destination they visited multiple times before. As a consequence, Tolman [1948] noticed that the rats hold the ability to memorize the position of specific places relative to others.

O’Keefe [1976] gave evidence about the fact that the rat’s hippocampal formation is mainly involved in the establishment of a reference map system (the cognitive map). The hippocampus stores and retrieves spatial memories by using place cells [O’Keefe, 1976]. Specific place cells are triggered when the rat reaches a specific point [O’Keefe, 1976]. It has been shown that further cells are collaborating with place cells in building the capability to store, retrieve, and use spatial memories. As related to these, head direction cells [Ranck, 1985], grid cells [Moser et al., 2008] and border cells [Solstad et al., 2008] are to be mentioned. A collaboration of similar cells serving orientation and wayfinding were discovered in the human and various other mammals’ brains [Ekstrom et al., 2003; Jacobs et al., 2010].

The cognitive map enables people to determine the relative location of a non-visible destination beyond their immediate surroundings by processing and evaluating

---

1The large- or medium-scale environment includes also parts of the surroundings which are not currently accessible by sensory-input.
the information in the map. In many cases cognitive maps of unfamiliar environments are slightly provided with information \cite{Golledge1999}. Due to the frequently occurring gaps of information in spatial memories, \cite{Tversky1993} proposes to call the human mental representation cognitive collage instead of map. Even after multiple stays in an environment the related cognitive map may consist of incomplete, inaccurate information. The externalization of cognitive maps in the form of sketched drawings shows few similarities with the corresponding physical space \cite{Golledge1999}. The sketched drawings suggest that the cognitive map is rather an inaccurate (abstract) representation \cite{Carlson2010}. Especially errors concerning the exact metric distances between objects and angles between connections of objects, e.g. turn angles, occur \cite{Golledge1999, Ellard2009}. However, the slight information can be sufficient to solve wayfinding tasks due to the fact that many tasks can be solved with the help of topological relations. A possible explanation for neglecting several detailed information or rather for only storing selected parts and topological information of the environment could be the efficiency and the minor requirements for memory that come along with this strategy \cite{Ellard2009}.

2.3 Landmarks and further items of the cognitive map

Landmarks are salient point or area objects in the environment and serve as the main components in the formation of the cognitive map \cite{Golledge1999}. They are recognized and memorized because of their conspicuousness, uniqueness or rather disparity to other objects \cite{Golledge1999}. Landmarks could be a place, a great tower, an old looking house, a statue or even a smaller object. A view of a set-up of multiple objects or a scene could also be considered as a landmark \cite{HundMinarik2006, Hurlebaus2008}. Specific landmarks serve as anchor points or rather as the origin of the cognitive map’s reference frame. Hence, people tend to determine other landmarks’ and their own location relative to an anchoring landmark, for instance a high, globally visible tower \cite{Golledge1999}.

In many cases route segments start and end at landmarks\textsuperscript{2}. The selection of proceeding paths or directions are often made at landmarks\textsuperscript{3} \cite{Golledge1999}. By tendency, landmarks are preferred to be internalized and remembered because of

\textsuperscript{2}Landmark as origin or destination
\textsuperscript{3}Landmark as an onroute choice point
their disparity concerning visible shape or structure [Arthur and Passini 1992]. Nevertheless, as Lynch [1960] pointed out, people generally perceive and remember their environment differently. According to their purposes and interests people select, emphasize, and filter the objects they perceive from the environment [Lynch 1960]. Consequently, objects without optical particularities are also remembered due to sociocultural or personal relevance [Appleyard 1969]. A study by Golledge and Spector [1978] showed that 50% of city objects were stated as remembered or rather familiar (landmarks) by almost all participants. The other remembered objects were related to personal interests.

The cognitive map is basically assumed to be the mental representation of landmarks and their spatial relations to each other. Information about the mentioned relations incorporates clues about direct or indirect connections (line or route segments) between landmarks [Golledge 1999].

Fig. 2.1 shows a conceivable visualization of a fictional cognitive map and its items. The map does not incorporate any metric information. However, it provides topological information, particularly it shows which objects are directly connected to each other by a walkable path. Furthermore, the wayfinder is able to infer spatial relations qualitatively such as "starting from the T-junction the cafeteria lies beyond the entrance".

![Possible mental representation of a person's workplace](image_url)
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2.4 Wayfinding - Procedures and tools

In order to obtain a deeper insight in wayfinding mechanisms, individual procedures, components, aspects, and tools accompanied by the wayfinding process are discussed in the following subsections.

2.4.1 Spatial memories - Cognitive maps vs. action-based representations

In terms of human spatial memories a distinction is made between action-based representations (route knowledge) and the cognitive map or rather cognitive map representations (point and survey knowledge).

Route knowledge

Route knowledge (action-based knowledge) enables the wayfinder to follow a set of route segments. In general these route segments are connections between landmarks. Having reached a landmark at the end of a route segment, the wayfinder adapts his/her direction of travel heading towards the next landmark [Kippel et al., 2005] [Hurlebus et al., 2008] (for instance: at the Empire State Building, turn left and follow the avenue). Moving step by step from landmark to landmark the wayfinder finally arrives at the desired destination (path following) [Allen, 1999]. At every step the wayfinder only knows the position of the next subgoal and is not able to establish an overview of the relative positions of the landmarks. He/she neither can point directly to the desired destination from the starting point of the route nor give information about a position of a subgoal unless it is the adjacent one. Hence, the wayfinder is not able to plan paths or routes, for instance short cuts, departing from the original route [Allen, 1999] [Wiener et al., 2009]. Path following is accompanied by less effort as the wayfinder’s tasks are restricted to the recognition of landmarks and the implementation of the instruction associated with the landmark. In many cases people accomplish path following tasks without conscious reasoning, for instance when traveling on a very familiar route like the one from home to workplace [Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth, 1983] [Allen, 1999] [Wiener et al., 2009]. There is evidence that path following (responding to sensory-input and adapting the direction of motion) is achieved by using the caudate nucleus instead of parts in the hippocampus [Iaria et al., 2003] [Bohbot et al., 2007].
Point knowledge

Point knowledge describes knowledge about the desired destination’s location relative to the own position. There is no information about possible routes, route segments, subgoals or landmarks located between the current position and the destination. Thus, the wayfinder has to search for paths or routes taking him/her at least closer to the destination (path searching). Obviously, routes leading (approximately) to the desired direction are appropriate [Wiener et al., 2009].

Survey knowledge

Survey knowledge describes knowledge about multiple objects of the current environment, their relative positions to each other, and possible connections between them. Survey knowledge can be compared to a highly developed cognitive map. The wayfinder has the possibility to evaluate his/her mental map and to plan an appropriate path to the desired destination (path planning) [Wiener et al., 2009]. In many cases the choice of a route depends on shortest path or least effort calculations which could involve the planning of shortcuts.

Both point and survey knowledge requires the evaluation of cognitive map representations (objects’ relations to the own location or other objects).

2.4.2 External aid or information

Signs and maps

To solve his/her wayfinding task, a wayfinder can look around for maps or signs possibly helping him/her. Given the case signs are available, the wayfinder can simply follow their instructions until he/she reaches a familiar place or the destination. Using and memorizing maps lead to the establishment of internal spatial information, particularly to cognitive map representations (see Sec. 2.4.1) [Wiener et al., 2009].

Signage is supposed to help evacuees (in particular unfamiliar ones) to find exits without detours. Though, fire incidents, drills, and studies, for example by Benthorn and Prantzich [1999], Grosshandler et al. [2005], Kobes et al. [2010], Till and Babcock [2011], Xie et al. [2012], Salea et al. [2014], Vilar et al. [2014], showed that people partially neglected or did not perceive signage. In fact, yet, there is little knowledge about the number of people who detect and follow signage in a specific situation.

Even though signs might be recognized in generic environments, it is not guaranteed that signage is perceived in real environments where positions of signs or their
size or salience are not optimal. Furthermore, in these situations, other objects provide visual stimuli and may distract the wayfinder. In fact, Xie et al. [2012] and Galea et al. [2013] conducted a study in an university building which showed that a conventional but clearly visible exit sign has been detected by only 39% of the unfamiliar participants. 33% of the familiar participants perceived the sign. 56.3% of participants of a study in a hotel by Kobes et al. [2010] stated to have seen and used signage in a scenario without the presence of smoke. 81.8% declared to have used signs in another scenario where harmless smoke was present at a specific location. In the scenario without smoke 25% chose a longer way although signage indicated a shorter one (versus 35% in the smoke scenario). Shiwakoti et al. [2016] gathered survey data about sign usage in underground stations. Therefore, people were asked to fill in questionnaires in trains or on concourse levels. 43.8% of the interviewed passengers stated to have seen exit signs. 41.3% of them considered signage to be useful. Tang et al. [2009] measured the average time needed for evacuation in a virtual office space. On average participants required 84.4 s in the presence of new-version signs, 75.6 s with old-version signs and 123.8 s without signage. Although signage facilitated the evacuation, participants could not evacuate without making any mistakes at decision points or detours.

Especially if signage competes with attractions caused by environmental factors e.g. brightness or size of corridors, the relative number of people who rely on signs decreases [Vilar et al., 2014]. In the study by Vilar et al. [2014] up to 65% (depending on the situation) did not follow the signage but rather proceeded via an attractive corridor. Duarte et al. [2014] conducted a study in a small virtual maze. Also in this, participants partially ignored (conventional static) exit signage. On average the subjects followed signage only 4.6 times instead of 6 possible times.

Studies by Morley [1997]; Wong and Lo [2007]; Xie et al. [2007]; Occhialini et al. [2016] showed that human beings are able to recognize and interpret signage correctly even from large distance if the attention is already directed to the sign. Furthermore, almost all participants of the studies by Xie et al. [2012] and Galea et al. [2013] who declared to have seen signage interpreted it correctly and followed the instruction. These results suggest that the low rates of sign usage mentioned above are not caused by the inability to identify or to understand the sign. Instead, the results suggest that signage is often simply not perceived.

Galea et al. [2014]; Duarte et al. [2014]; Künzer et al. [2016] revealed that dynamic signage which is more salient can increase the detection rates and thus the use of signage remarkably. 77% of the unfamiliar participants in the study by Galea et al.
stated to have seen the dynamic signage (detection rate for static signage was only 39%). In the virtual maze of the VR-study by Duarte et al. [2014] the average correct choices at the six decision points increased from 4.6 to 5.23 when using dynamic signage. Furthermore, in a study in a virtual environment by Bode et al. [2013] signs had a strong influence on the participants route choice since the signage was very large and prominent.

Herding

In certain situations some people follow others and adopt their route choices assuming that the others are more familiar with the environment. Particularly in evacuation situations this behavior might be prevalent as the wayfinders are aware of the fact that they, most likely, pursue the same aim or the same spatial destination (find an exit). This behavior is called herding [Helbing et al., 2002; Schadschneider et al., 2009; Kelar et al., 2016]. As the strategy to follow others can remarkably influence the evacuation progress, the author explicitly considers herding as a wayfinding strategy. Particularly, herding behaviour has been observed when people are facing higher stress degrees, for example when compromised by smoke [Helbing et al., 2000; Helbing and Johansson, 2010]. However, Moussaïd et al. [2016] found that the number of people in the surrounding who head for the same route has a higher impact on the herding behavior of a single person than his/her stress level.

2.4.3 Generalized knowledge

Humans tend to classify new experiences (surroundings or situations) [Anderson, 2010; St. Pierre and Hofinger, 2014]. They compare a new surrounding or situation with similar familiar ones which already have been well analyzed. If one or multiple similar experiences could be recalled, the new one can be categorized together in the same class with comparable ones. Once classified the experience will be related to attributes, implications and expectations of the according class [Anderson, 2010; St. Pierre and Hofinger, 2014].

Clues about categories of experiences also influence the human ability and approach to solve wayfinding tasks [Murakoshi and Kawai, 2000; Kalff and Strube, 2009]. Although being faced with an environment never visited before, information about the respective class of the environment can be retrieved. This information does not incorporate the explicit spatial set-up of a building or environment. In contrast, it gives clues about properties shared with other surroundings of the same type or
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category [Wiener et al., 2009; Kalff and Strube, 2009]. This type of information is called generalized knowledge.

Located in an arbitrary train station, for instance, people expect the possibility to enter trains via platforms. Leaving a subway train they expect the exit of the station somewhere upstairs. In offices and public buildings people know that they have to use circulation rooms to reach their destination successfully and efficiently.

A majority of search strategies implies the preference of specific doors, streets, route segments or simply specific directions based on generalized knowledge. The expedient strategy to prefer circulation rooms in office buildings, for example, is based on generalized knowledge about the structure of office buildings.

Even if the wayfinder has to select one of multiple proceeding ways that consist of the same room type, he/she possibly prefers one specific way. In certain situations people are attracted by specific attributes of a room or corridor. For example, it has been shown that people favor brighter and wider corridors which provide the greater field of view over other corridors [Peponis et al., 1990; Vilar et al., 2013, 2014].

2.5 New taxonomy of wayfinding tasks in evacuations

In order to summarize the previously described findings that are of particular interest to understand human wayfinding in evacuations, the author proposes a new wayfinding taxonomy. The taxonomy is an adapted and restructured version of a taxonomy introduced by Wiener et al. [2009] (see Fig. 2.2). The purpose of the new taxonomy is to show the tools and strategies that are particularly used in evacuation situations.

In principle, the taxonomy shows the above discussed separation of the individual wayfinding tools and their according strategies. In this context, a wayfinding strategy is the application of its according tool.

It has been distinguished between external clues recorded during the wayfinding process from sensory-input (see Sec. 2.4.2), internalized spatial memories from preceding visits including the subdivision into route, point, and survey knowledge (see Sec. 2.4.1) and generalized experiences (see Sec. 2.4.3). With the help of route, point, or survey knowledge the strategies path following, path searching or path planning can be applied (see Sec. 2.4.1). Dependent on the type of available external clues maps or signs can be used or other people can be followed (see Sec. 2.4.2). Based

\[ \text{Not including the recognition of internalized objects (landmarks)} \]
2.6 Discussion

The findings of the above mentioned studies suggest that people’s choice of their wayfinding strategy is strongly dependent on the environmental features such as signs, other objects, other people, and personal attributes such as stress level, spatial knowledge degree, and personal habits. However, although single wayfinding strategies such as following signage, the use spatial memories or the application of search strategies based on generalized knowledge have been observed empirically, it is not
entirely known in which situations specific wayfinding strategies are mainly applied. Still there is more research needed in order to be able to understand the human wayfinding process entirely.
Part II

Modeling Cognitive and Perceptional Abilities for Wayfinding
Chapter 3

General properties of the software framework

3.1 Miscellaneous

As mentioned before, the here presented modeling approaches are developed to represent human cognitive and perceptional abilities in the context of wayfinding. That means, the models enable agents to plan, choose or find routes that lead them to a specific destination (wayfinding capabilities - tactical level). The operational level of pedestrian dynamics modeling is not part of this thesis.

However, the cognitive approaches are connected to the software framework Jülich Pedestrian Simulator (JuPedSim). JuPedSim is an open-source software package to simulate pedestrian movements. Multiple operational models are implemented within the package which take care of the agents’ abilities to move to a visible target, steer around obstacles or interact with other pedestrians (locomotive capabilities - operational level). These include i.a. the generalized centrifugal force model Chraibi et al. [2010] and the collision-free speed model Tordeux et al. [2016]. All applications of the here presented wayfinding models are accomplished in combination with JuPedSim. Please refer to Kemloh et al. [2016] for more information about JuPedSim.

A spatial structure that is modeled within JuPedSim consists of walls, walkable areas on a floor e.g. common or circulation rooms, stairs and at least one exit. All calculations are done in 2 dimensional space.

In the following, it is explained how agents perceive the environment of JuPedSim and identify possibilities to proceed their way.
3.2 Perceptional abilities

For perceiving the environment of JuPedSim and objects within, the model framework considers an individual isovist for every agent. An isovists or visibility polygon describes the area in an environment which is visible from a certain position (see Figs. 3.1(a)/3.1(b)). The heading direction of the observer is not taken into account in this regard. Consequently, an isovists describes the area that can be seen if an agent had a view of 360°.

The isovist of an agent is updated (recalculated) after every time interval $\Delta t$ (suggestion $\Delta t = 0.2s$) as it changes during the movement of the agent.\footnote{The computation of isovists are done by the C++ libraries CGAL [CGAL Project, 2017] and BOOST [Schaling, 2011].}

Agents are able to differ between segments of the visibility polygon that overlap with walls and those that do not. The agents consider segments which do not overlap with walls (marked blue in Fig. 3.1(a)) as possibilities to continue their way to their destination. These segments are represented by their centers in order to facilitate subsequent calculations.

Figure 3.1: a) The filled violet polygon describes the visible area (isovist) from the agent’s current position. Blues lines depict possible crossings to proceed. Possible crossings are represented by their centers (orange) to facilitate calculations. b) The filled violet polygon describes the visible area (isovist) of the agent. The union of the blue and violet polygon describes the area which the agent has already seen during its travel.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{fig3_1.png}
\caption{a) The filled violet polygon describes the visible area (isovist) from the agent’s current position. Blues lines depict possible crossings to proceed. Possible crossings are represented by their centers (orange) to facilitate calculations. b) The filled violet polygon describes the visible area (isovist) of the agent. The union of the blue and violet polygon describes the area which the agent has already seen during its travel.}
\end{figure}
Furthermore, JuPedSim’s environment provides at least one exit and transitions to stairs (if present in the regarded scenario). These objects are related to points with fixed locations in the environment. Exits or transitions to stairs are included into the possibilities to proceed if they are located within the isovist.

3.3 Short term memories

It is assumed that people are able to remember their recent steps or rather the area they recently have visited. Thus, agents are provided with a second polygon that represents their short term memory about the rooms or areas they already have seen. This polygon consists of the union of all so far calculated isovists (see Fig. 3.1(b)). Consequently, in total, each agent possesses two different polygons. On the one hand, there is the polygon (violet in Fig. 3.1(a)) that represents the currently visible area. On the other hand, there is the polygon which describes the already explored area2 (blue in Fig. 3.1(a)).

This concept considers only spatial memories gathered after the start of the simulation. These memories are called short term memories to distinguish them from the spatial knowledge in the cognitive map and generalized knowledge. Cognitive map knowledge and generalized experiences represent long term memories that, in principle, need more than one visit to be able to be built up.

Analogous to the polygon indicating the current visible area agents are capable of identifying segments of the short term memory polygon that do not overlap with walls.

After a certain duration people might forget where they have been and are not able to re-recognize already visited areas. Thus, in certain situation it is reasonable to cut out specific parts of the polygon that represents the seen environment. For this purpose, a possible approach would be to cut out the parts that are far away from the agent’s current position (suggestion 40-50 m).

3.4 Selecting an appropriate visible target

In specific situations, particularly when an agent approaches a dead end (see Fig. 3.2), it happens that crossings to unexplored terrain are not a segment of the current visible area (see Fig. 3.2). In these cases agents are faced with two decisions. They first have

2In this context, the area is meant that has been explored during the actual movement of the agent after the start of the simulation
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Figure 3.2: a) The environment that the agent has already explored is marked blue, the area that is currently visible is marked violet. The agent can choose between four visible crossings \(C_{v,1}, C_{v,4}\) (green) to proceed to the previously selected crossing to unexplored area \(C\) (orange). The euclidean distance \(d_i\) between the visible crossing \(C_{v,1}\) and the crossing to unexplored terrain \(C\) is marked red.

to select the best crossing (marked orange in Fig. 3.2) to proceed to non-visited area. Secondly, they need to find an appropriate visible crossing (marked green in Fig. 3.2) to reach the segment of explored area selected in the first step.

The selection of the best choice to proceed to unexplored terrain is based on various wayfinding tools. Thus, it needs multiple detailed considerations that are provided in the subsequent chapters.

In contrast, the best visible crossing is always determined in the following manner. The euclidean distance \(d_i\) (see Fig. 3.2) between every visible crossing \(C_{v,i}\) and the previously selected crossing to unexplored terrain \(C\) is calculated. For the calculation of the distances the representing center points are used. Based on the assumption that especially in evacuation situations people prefer to reach their destinations directly and efficiently, the closest visible crossing is considered to be the best choice. The closest crossing is the crossing that is related to the smallest distance \(d_i\). This applies also if both the visible crossing and the crossing to unexplored area are identical.
3.5 Restrictions to the selection of crossings - benefit rule

As mentioned before, the isovist of an agent obviously changes during its movement. Thus, visible crossings appear, disappear or their size or position changes. Due to the change of the isovist, the distances $d_i$ between visible crossings $C_{v,i}$ and the selected crossing to unexplored area $C$ are likely to vary considerably. Hence, in such situations, agents quickly update their decisions. In some cases agents therefore oscillate at points as their decisions switch back and forth between two or multiple possibilities. Similar oscillations can occur within the selection of crossings to unexplored area if multiple crossings serve almost equally well to get closer to the destination.

In order to avoid this behavior, a benefit rule is introduced. This rule instructs agents to maintain their decision principally or to stay with the previously selected crossing. Only if the previously selected possibility has disappeared (a dead end, for example) or another crossing provides a remarkable higher benefit, the agent is supposed to change its mind.

In the context of the selection of a visible crossing it is suggested to change decisions only if the distance $d_i$ related to another crossing is lower than 75% of the distance associated with the best choice in the last calculation step (if existent).

The flow chart in Fig. 3.3 summarizes the steps that are part of the benefit rule.

3.6 Exploration and search strategies

The agents already possess enough capabilities to explore a facility looking for an exit by themselves. However, for now, the agents are not provided with any information or hints about the location of exits. They have to apply a search strategy that determines how they select a crossing to unexplored area to proceed their search for the outside.

In this work, the nearest door heuristic (NDH) and a search by random choices are introduced [von Sivers et al., 2016; Andresen, 2016].

Using the random search agents select a crossing to unexplored area randomly. In the context of the random search, no crossing provides more or less benefit compared to others. Thus, the benefit rule causes agents to use a selected crossing as long as it exists. With the help of these rules, agents are capable of exploring a facility until they find an exit by coincidence or have explored every single part.
3.6. EXPLORATION AND SEARCH STRATEGIES

Figure 3.3: Procedure 1: Restrictions to the selection of crossings - The benefit rule. A new crossing is only selected if it provides a remarkable benefit in comparison to the crossing which has been chosen in the previous step. The procedure applies for both visible crossings and crossings to unexplored area. In terms of the selection of a visible crossing a candidate provides a remarkable benefit if the respective distance $d$, to the previously selected crossing to unexplored area is remarkably lower (suggestion: 25%). For more information about the benefit rule in the context of the selection of a crossing to unexplored area see Sec. 4.1.2.

The nearest door or nearest room heuristic causes agents to head to the closest room that can be seen from their position (see Fig. 3.4). In the here presented framework, this heuristic is applied by instructing agents to select the nearest crossing...
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Figure 3.4: Trajectories (blue) of an agent applying the nearest door heuristic to find the outside in an office facility.

to unknown area. In some situations, this rule causes agents to head to unknown parts of the current room instead to a new room. However, the main concept of the NDH is maintained by this implementation.

Implementations of other strategies might reproduce explorative behaviour even more realistically. In particular, Peponis et al. [1990] found out that people tend to move straight forward unless the deviation from the current direction of movement provides a greater field of visibility or rather a broader view. Vilar et al. [2013, 2014] showed that people prefer to use brighter and wider corridors.

Although these strategies are not implemented in the here discussed framework, the general properties, particularly the use of isovists, provide possibilities to consider these search strategies.

3.7 Summation and discussion

The here presented model is based on the use of isovists that represent the agents’ current visible areas and their short term memories, respectively. Available possibil-
3.7. SUMMATION AND DISCUSSION

The decision can be affected by models of wayfinding tools and strategies that are discussed in the following chapters. If the selection is not influenced by wayfinding tools at all, search strategies e.g. random choice or the nearest door heuristic are applied. Furthermore, a visible crossing is chosen that serves well to reach the previously selected crossing to unexplored area.

Fig. 3.5 summarizes this chapter by showing the steps that are processed within the framework starting from the identification of crossings from the environment through the selection of a visible subdestination.

The above presented methods represent human perceptional, (short term) memorization and decision making abilities in a simplified and generalized way. Nevertheless, the approaches come along with advantages over state-of-the-art approaches in terms of creating more realistic agent behavior.

For example, due to the introduction of isovists, agents only recognize and consider objects that are in their field of sight. Furthermore, isovists open possibilities to model search strategies based on current visual information.

In addition, the approaches improve the usability of the software framework in comparison to frameworks that abstract spatial structures as graphs. In these frameworks, mutually visible waypoints have to be set that serve as intermediate subdestinations e.g. doorways for the simulated pedestrian. These waypoints are necessary to ensure that a valid path to the outside can be found for each of the agents. For the application of the here presented approaches no waypoints are necessary and it is not needed to abstract or subdivide a structure at all.

The question remains what happens if a visible target has been determined. How does an agent get to the target and how does it steer around obstacles or interact with other agents to reach the target? These questions deal with locomotive capabilities and are therefore not part of this thesis. Instead, the questions are left to the operational models of JuPedSim. The tasks of the presented model framework are considered as accomplished if a visible destination has been determined and can be given to JuPedSim.
Figure 3.5: Procedure 2: Procedure to identify crossings in the visible area that are possibilities to proceed to an exit and to select one of them that serves best to reach the outside efficiently.
Chapter 4
Spatial knowledge - A cognitive map approach

NOTE: Major parts of this chapter (contentwise but partially also word-for-word) have already been published in [Andresen et al. 2018].

In this chapter modeling approaches are introduced that represent the configuration and application of human spatial knowledge, the cognitive map. In this context, it is explained in detail how the modeled cognitive map contribute to an agent’s route choice or rather influence the decision which crossing to unexplored area (see Sec. 3.2) should be taken.

The main contribution of the model is the ability to describe partial and/or inaccurate spatial knowledge. The approaches that are presented in the following consider all kinds of cognitive map representations (point and survey knowledge) (see Sec. 4.1) and an approach to model route knowledge (see Sec. 4.1.3). Furthermore, approaches to model generalized knowledge (see Sec. 4.2) are comprised.

4.1 Modeling cognitive map representations

As mentioned in Sec. 2.2 the human cognitive map often do not contain comprehensive and accurate information. The approach described in the following models incomplete, inaccurate or even wrong knowledge. It considers spatial representations (cognitive maps) that contain landmarks and their spatial relations to each other and to the wayfinder’s location. To introduce spatial (especially metric) inaccuracies, the model does not contain the exact (zero-dimensional) positions of its landmarks. In contrast, these positions are described by ellipses (see Fig. 4.1).
4.1. MODELING COGNITIVE MAP REPRESENTATIONS

The ellipses depict the inaccuracy of the knowledge about the positions of landmarks. The spatial knowledge degree can be manipulated by including or omitting landmarks or by changing size, shape or position of the ellipses. The exact position of a landmark does not necessarily have to be located within the according ellipse. Hence, the modeled cognitive map might provide very inaccurate or even wrong clues about the relative positions of the agent’s location and landmarks. In addition, the cognitive map holds information about known connections between landmarks (see Fig. 4.2).

Before the start of a simulation all agents are provided with an individual list of specific landmarks (incl. the properties of their elliptical representation). An additional individual list provides an agent with information about connections between landmarks.
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Figure 4.2: Representation of landmarks in a cognitive map. The ellipses depict the inaccuracy of the knowledge about the landmarks’ positions. Thin arrows mark connections between landmarks.

4.1.1 Evaluation of the cognitive map

Fig. 4.3 shows an agent’s possible cognitive map of a fictional office building. The cognitive map can be regarded as a mental representation of someone’s survey knowledge as it is filled with a relatively high number of landmarks and connections. The spatial structure in the background is not part of the map. It is only shown for demonstration and explanation purposes. In the context of its route choice decision the agent is using this set-up of landmarks and connections.

Fig. 4.4 describes how the cognitive map is evaluated or rather how the next step or next subdestination (in form of a landmark) is determined within the wayfinding process. The actual example case is regarded. Following the procedure shown in Fig. 4.4, the agent looks for the location of a main destination in the cognitive map. A main destination is a special landmark that represents a final destination, for example a known exit.

If at least one main destination could be found, the agent looks for the closest landmark in its surrounding which is connected (possibly via other landmarks) to the destination(s). In the example case, the closest one (considering the euclidean distance between the center of the landmark and the position of the agent) of all landmarks that are connected to the main destination is Landmark A (marked green).
4.1. MODELING COGNITIVE MAP REPRESENTATIONS

Figure 4.3: In the background: Spatial structure of a fictional office layout. In the foreground: A conceivable cognitive map of the structure in the background. The ellipses represent the inaccurate idea about the landmarks’ positions within the map. The arrows depict connections between the landmarks. The stars mark the real landmarks’ positions.

There are several chains connecting Landmark A and the final destination. The shortest one is the chain A-B-C-F-Destination. Blue arrows are used to mark the chain in the figure. The lengths of the connection chains are calculated by accumulating the distances between two randomly determined points within two adjacent landmarks.

If Landmark A is already in the agent’s sight (landmark is located within the agent’s isovist), the next one in the connection chain to the destination, namely the landmark Landmark B (marked violet), will be treated as the next subdestination.
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Figure 4.4: Procedure 3. The figure shows the algorithm which is used to evaluate the items in the cognitive map and to determine a suitable subdestination (landmark). The algorithm is executed every time an agent’s isovist has been updated.

As described in Sec. 2.2, the term landmark can refer to single objects e.g. salient statues, furniture, paintings but also to scenes such as a view on a whole corridor. Nevertheless, for reasons of simplicity, the real position of a landmark is defined by a single point (see stars in Fig. 4.3) instead of an area. If the real position is located
within the current isovist of an agent, the landmark is considered as seen or visited.

Subsequently, the path searching algorithm which is explained in the following subsection is initiated considering the landmark Landmark B as the next subdestination.

Every time the agent’s isovists changes, the above mentioned procedure is initiated. After the agent has left the first room in the example, it reaches the Landmark B. Consequently, following the procedure again, Landmark C is identified as the next subdestination. With the update of the isovists the procedure is repeated until the agent arrives at the main destination eventually. Given the case the agent has reached the ellipse of a landmark or main destination but the actual landmark is still not in sight, information from the cognitive map is not used. The agent has to rely on other information or rather search strategies to make its next route choice decision. The same applies for cognitive maps without any main destination.

4.1.2 Path searching to landmark

The path searching algorithm has been developed in order to determine the crossing to unexplored area that serves as the best choice to reach the landmark which has previously been set to be the next subdestination on the way to the main destination. In this procedure, it is of no matter if the landmark is very far away from the agent or in one of the adjacent rooms. The algorithm even allows path searching to the main destination itself which might be necessary if no landmarks except for the main destination are known (point knowledge).

In principle, the path searching algorithm is based on the assumption that it is reasonable to choose a proceeding way which is located in the same direction as the (sub-)destination. To find out which way is the best choice in this regard, the angle \( \alpha_i \) is determined for every available crossing to unexplored area. \( \alpha_i \) describes the angle between the line segment \( \overrightarrow{PL} \) from the agent’s position to the nearest point on the ellipse that represents the landmark’s location and the line segment \( \overrightarrow{PC_i} \) from the agent’s position to the center point representing crossing to unexplored area \( C_i \) (see Fig. 4.5). All available crossings are ranked depending on their related angle \( \alpha_i \). The best crossing among all available ones is considered to be the one that is related to the smallest angle

\[
\alpha_{\text{min}} = \min_i \alpha_i. \tag{4.1}
\]

The crossing which is on top of the ordered list is used by the agent if no other factors influence its decision.
Figure 4.5: Angle $\alpha_i$ between the line segment $\overrightarrow{PL}$ from the agent’s position to the nearest point on the ellipse and the line segment $\overrightarrow{PC_i}$ from the agent’s position and the center point representing the crossing to unexplored area $C_i$. The angle $\alpha_3$ is exemplary depicted.

In specific situations, isovists change quickly remarkably so that different crossings are frequently considered to be the best choice. However, it is assumed that pedestrians stick to a certain decision unless another possibility provides a noticeable benefit in comparison to the current selection (previously mentioned in Sec. 3.5). Even less, they toggle between possibilities. Thus, a further rule is introduced which assesses the benefit of new crossings over the currently selected one. In the context of the evaluation of the cognitive map, an agent is instructed to change its route choice only if a crossing exists that is related to an angle $\alpha_i$ which is about $45^\circ$ smaller than the angle related to the previous choice.
4.1.3 Modeling action-based representations (route knowledge)

As described in Sec. 2.4.1, route knowledge relies on action-based representations. That means, following a route or rather using route knowledge does not require cognitive reasoning such as evaluating relations of multiple spatial objects. In case of recognizing a landmark a wayfinder who relies on route knowledge is provided with a memory indicating the next route segment leading to the next landmark. Although route knowledge is not belonging to the group of cognitive map representations, a model of route knowledge is proposed that is based on the cognitive map approach described above.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 4.6: a/b) Possible current states of route knowledge always incorporating two connected landmarks.

Fig. 4.6 depicts the mental representation of an agent’s route knowledge. The representations always include two landmarks and the clue that a connection between them exists. The first landmark is in the visibility range of the agent. The second landmark which serves as the next subdestination is not visible at first. When the second landmark becomes visible during the agent’s movement, new memory is recalled. That means, the first landmark erases from the current memory, the second landmark becomes the first and a new (second) landmark is retrieved (see Fig. 4.7).

When the agent’s isovist changes, the path searching procedure that has been described in Sec. 4.5 is initiated considering the second landmark as the new (intermediate) main destination.
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Fig. 4.7 summarizes the steps that are processed to solve a route following task. The procedure shown in the figure is executed every time the agent’s isovist changes and is repeated until the agent has evacuated or no further landmarks are available in the memory.

Figure 4.7: Procedure 4: Modeling route knowledge: This algorithm ensures that agents are provided with a new memory indicating the next step on their route if they have reached an intermediate destination. If there are no further destinations in the destination, the agent has completed its route.
4.2 Implementation of generalized knowledge

To cover the findings mentioned in Sec. 2.4.3, agents are enabled to recall generalized knowledge about their surroundings. In this context, agents are capable of identifying room types. Particularly, they are able to differentiate between entrances or lobbies, stairs, corridors, and common rooms. The agents prefer to use specific rooms as they know that these rooms are the better choice to reach their destination efficiently.

It is assumed that all persons that evacuate alone (adults) are capable of identifying a room type correctly in the majority of common buildings e.g. offices, schools, hospitals, universities, stations. Hence, agents can identify room types without any uncertainty.

Additionally, agents generally favor exits over any other crossing. They immediately head to an exit if the exit is located within the agent’s visible range (isovist).

Consequently, crossings to unexplored area which are located in rooms of a specific type and particularly exits are given a special treatment so that they are preferred by agents. The hierarchy which shows the preference of selected room types in comparison to others is as follows:

1. Exits
2. Lobbies, entrances, foyers, atriums
3. Stairs (upstairs or downstairs depending on the case)
4. Circulation rooms e.g. corridors
5. Offices, common rooms, store rooms

The preferential treatment of exits and certain crossings is accomplished by sorting the list of crossings to unknown area based on the hierarchy shown above. Therefor, crossings that are located in rooms whose type is on top of the hierarchy are placed at the top of the list (see Fig. 4.8). This sort is done after the list of crossings already has been sorted considering information from the cognitive map (see Sec. 4.1.2). The order of the sorts comes along with the following consequences. Agents consider both generalized knowledge and their cognitive map. However, generalized knowledge overrules the route choice decision based on the cognitive map. That means, an agent rather stays on a circulation room than keeping the exact direction to a landmark by proceeding via common rooms. Nevertheless, the circulation room that complies best with the cognitive map is taken. Just in case there are only proceeding corridors that lead in the opposite direction, agents would walk away from a landmark.
Figure 4.8: Procedure 5: Beforehand, the list of identified crossings to unexplored area is shuffled if agents are supposed to apply random choices as their search strategy. Alternatively, the nearest door heuristic (NDH) can be used as the search strategy. Subsequently, the list of crossings to unknown area is sorted under consideration of information from the cognitive map (see Sec. 4.1.2). Then, it is sorted again considering generalized knowledge. For this purpose, each of the crossings is inserted in the list that corresponds to the room type in which the crossing is located. Subsequently, the individual lists are put together. The above shown hierarchy of room types is taken into account. Consequently, exits (if present) are the first elements in the concatenated list, then lobbies (if present), then stairs (if present), etc..
4.2. IMPLEMENTATION OF GENERALIZED KNOWLEDGE

4.2.1 Examples

In this subsection, an agent’s movement pattern under consideration of the previously introduced wayfinding models is discussed. For this purpose, the fictional building’s floor that already has been introduced in the above sections is used again.

The floor is depicted in Figs. 4.3, 4.6, and 4.9. The following example scenario comprises a single agent which is located in the left lower corner of the floor. It tries to reach the exit which is located underneath the corridor in the right lower corner.

![Figure 4.9: Trajectories of an agent starting in the left lower corner and trying to find the exit.](image)

Both example scenarios comprise the simulation of an agent provided with an inaccurate idea about the exit’s location (point knowledge). Its cognitive map is filled with one single item. In each of Figs. 4.9(a) and 4.9(b), the idea about the landmark’s location is depicted by the ellipse. In both examples, the nearest door heuristic is applied by the agents if neither its cognitive map nor generalized knowledge provides a decision.

In example a) the agent relies on its point knowledge without exception. The agent uses doors taking him purposefully (see Sec. 4.5) closer to the destination (see Fig. 4.9(a)).

Having started its journey, the agent crosses the first corridor (lower left corner) heading to the opposite doorway as this crossing is obviously the best choice to keep...
the direction to the exit area. However, as the agent recognizes that it is located in a dead end, it turns around trying to reach the exit area by moving to the adjacent room. Here, it faces another dead end. Eventually, it arrives at the corridor located in the middle of the building which enables it to travel to the right lower region of the building.

In the following corridor on the right lower side, the agent’s position is inside the ellipse which represents the landmark. Its cognitive map tells it, that it should be already in the nearer area of the landmark. However, it still has no visual contact to it. Inside the ellipse, the path searching procedure is not initiated anymore and the agent proceeds by exploring the environment starting with the nearest doorway (NDH).

Example b) comprises the combination of generalized and cognitive map knowledge. To highlight the effects of this combination, the agent is simultaneously provided with the ability to identify the rooms’ types and with a directional sense of the exit’s location. For this purpose, the color coded rooms in Fig. 4.9(b) are indicated as circulation rooms. The agent assumes the strategy to move to or to stay on a circulation room to be more expedient as to keep the direction to the destination (see Sec. 4.2). In consequence, having left the starting room, the agent proceeds to the corridor in the middle of the building as it is the only adjacent corridor. In the middle corridor the agent has to choose between multiple corridors. Obviously, the corridor in the right lower corner is the best possibility to come closer to the exit area. Following this corridor, the agent finds the exit eventually.

In this example scenario, the agent is moving to the destination without making any detours. Hence, in this example case, the strategy (go to and stay on circulation rooms) and a vague idea about the location of the destination are sufficient to find a short (in this case the shortest) route to the outside.

4.3 Summation and discussion

With the help of the modeling approaches examined in the previous sections, it is possible to provide simulated agents with incomplete, inaccurate, and distorted information about their medium- and large-scale environment.

For every agent, a cognitive map depicting its knowledge status can be created. The creation of various cognitive maps is possible by adding or omitting landmarks and/or connections between them. Furthermore, the information’s accuracy about
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the items in the map can be varied by changing size, shape and position of the ellipses which represent the landmarks or rather their positions. Various compositions of landmarks and possible connections between them are conceivable covering representations of point-, route- and survey knowledge.

The model incorporates an algorithm which evaluates the actual cognitive map and determines the landmark most appropriately serving as the next subdestination. The path finding algorithm will find the most expedient doorway to reach the subdestination even if it’s not located in the adjacent room.

Both cognitive map and generalized experiences are considered and thus collaborate within the route decision making process. Consequently, agents, for instance, follow circulation rooms that lead to known landmarks or exits instead of trying to reach them via offices or store rooms.

With the use of shortest path or travel time optimization algorithms, the knowledge degree has been fixed to be comprehensive by the model itself. In contrast, the new model offers the possibility to consider arbitrary spatial knowledge degrees. However, the model does not determine how a knowledge distribution of pedestrians in a specific facility looks like. Which landmarks and connections should be incorporated in cognitive maps of visitors of a museum, for example? How familiar are first time visitors? How many workers and how many guests are present in an office building and how familiar are they?

The model cannot answer these questions. Thus, the user is responsible for the selection of appropriate knowledge degrees of every single agent. This is certainly a disadvantage as the use of the model is accompanied with additional effort for the user. However, surveys and studies help to identify the knowledge distribution of a facility’s occupants. At least, if no data can be gathered, the user has to make assumptions based on experiences from other similar buildings. Beside the use of gathered data and assumptions, the author recommends to vary the knowledge distribution or rather to carry out a series of simulations that consider various conceivable knowledge degrees.
Chapter 5

Perception of signs

5.1 Miscellaneous

Many studies turned out that even though signage is close and not hidden and thus physically recognizable, a remarkable part of people do not perceive signage during evacuation (see Sec. 2.4.2). In order to consider that only a certain proportion follow signage, a probabilistic model is introduced that represents the perception of signs.

The probability that signage is perceived is influenced by a huge number of factors e.g. size and salience of the sign, layout and structure of the facility, illumination, and distracting objects. Therefore, the here presented model uses empirically determined probabilities (instead of calculating them) that are obtained from studies which apply for a specific environment and a specific sign type. Based on the probabilities the model determines if a certain sign that is physically visible is perceived by a specific agent. The second part of the model enables agents which recognized a certain sign to select the proceeding way (crossing to unexplored area) that is indicated by the sign.

5.2 Visibility of signs

Obviously only signs can be perceived and recognized if they are physically visible. That means, on the one hand, the sign has to be within a person’s actual field of view or rather must not be hidden by any objects. Thus, agents in the simulation can only detect signs that are located within their current visibility polygon (isovist). On the other hand, signs that are too far away from a person cannot be perceived and interpreted. In this context, the alignment or the orientation of the sign towards the location of the person is important. If the sign is facing to the person directly, it
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is obviously easier to see and interpret it. In contrast, it is more difficult to perceive signage from a side angle [Xie et al., 2007].

Figure 5.1: a) British exit signage that was used in the study by [Xie et al., 2007]. From top to bottom: Sign1, Sign2, Sign3 b) Average viewing distance in dependency on the observation angle at which participants in the study by [Xie et al., 2007] still were able to identify exit signage shown in a).

[Xie et al., 2007] conducted a study in which subjects were supposed to approach an exit sign until they were able to recognize 50% of the letters on the sign. This was considered to be sufficient to identify and to understand the sign. As the sign could be identified, the distance between sign and subject has been recorded. In various experimental runs, the sign’s orientation towards the participant has been varied.

Fig. 5.1(b) shows the average maximum viewing distance recorded in this study in dependency on the observation angle. This distance decreases non-linearly when the observation angle increases. If the value pair of viewing distance and observation angle lies underneath the curves, the according signs are, on an average, perceivable and recognizable.

This concept is directly applied for the agents in the model framework. In consequence, an agent is only able to perceive a specific sign if the respective value pair of viewing distance and observation angle is located underneath the according curve.

Exit signage is different all over the world. However, size, layout, pictograms and fontsize (if applicable) are similar in most cases. Thus, it is assumed that the maximum viewing distances at specific viewing angles are similar for various signs. In addition, in many cases signage can be identified without the necessity to read any
5.3 Probability to detect signage

The here presented model is based on the parameter $P$ that mainly affects the decision if signage is perceived or not. $P$ considers the general salience of signage and environmental factors in the facility but also personal attributes of a person that affects his/her willingness to use signage. $P$ is not calculated by the model but has to be provided by the user.

It is assumed that persons who once perceived and followed a sign more likely tend to discern subsequent signs as he/she is aware of the presence and helpfulness of signage (learning effect). The more signs they perceive successively, the more likely they detect further signage. On the other hand, it is assumed that persons who disregard signage in the first place pay less attention to further signs since they rather use other wayfinding strategies or are generally less willing to use signage. The more consecutive signs they miss at the beginning, the more unlikely they perceive subsequent signage. Based on these assumptions, the probability $P$ is decreased by $m \cdot \eta$ for agents that failed to perceive previous signage and increased by $n \cdot \zeta$ for agents that detected signage before (see Eq. 5.1).

$$P_i = \begin{cases} P + m \cdot \zeta & \text{if a previous sign detected} \\ P - n \cdot \eta & \text{if no sign detected yet} \end{cases} \quad (5.1)$$

The probability $P_0$ to perceive the first sign approached by an agent equals $P$. For obvious reasons, $P_i$ is restricted to be greater equal 0 and lower equal 1.

When an agent is physically able to see a sign, it is instantaneously decided whether the agent perceives the sign or not. After the decision has been made, an agent has no further possibility to detect it. Consequently, it is of no matter how long the agent has visual contact to the sign or how close it will come to it. This simplification has been done due to the following reasons. Although the distance between wayfinder and sign and the time he/she stays in the visibility range of the sign most likely has an influence, there is not enough scientific evidence to quantify this effect. Furthermore, these factors are partially considered in the determination of $P$. This is due to the fact that in most cases $P$ is based on the results from studies in which realistic dwelling times in the range of signs and realistic distances between subjects and signs were utilized.
5.4 Implementing a sign’s instruction

Once perceived a sign, an agent is implementing the instruction on the sign by selecting a crossing to unexplored area which is located on the path that is most likely indicated on the sign. In order to explain the steps that are processed in this context, the scenario in Fig. 5.2 is regarded. Here, an agent is approaching a T-junction with a preceding corridor. Three different crossings to unknown area are available at this point.

Figure 5.2: An agent is approaching a T-junction at which a sign has been installed. Three crossings to proceed (\(C_1, C_2, C_3\)) are available. They are represented by their centers. \(\beta_2\) describes the angle between the vector \(\vec{SR}\) that represents the direction indicated on the sign and the vector \(\vec{SC}_2\) that connects the sign’s center and the center of crossing \(C_2\). \(d_3\) describes the shortest distance from the center of crossing \(C_3\) to the vector \(\vec{SR}\).

Firstly, the path that is proposed by a sign must be on the side of the sign that is indicated by it. In Fig. 5.2 this applies for the area that is highlighted in yellow and located on the left of the dashed line. Thus, crossing \(C_3\) can be ruled out as a candidate for the indicated way. Generally, crossings which are related to an angle...
\( \beta \) (see Fig. 5.2) greater than 90 degrees are sorted out. The angle \( \beta_i \) is the angle between the vector \( \vec{SR} \) that represents the direction indicated on the sign (green in the figure) and the vector \( \vec{SC}_i \) that connects the sign’s center and the center of crossing \( C_i \) (blue in the figure).

Still two candidates are left. If multiple candidates remain eligible, the crossing that is related to the smallest distance \( d_i \) is selected finally. The distance \( d_i \) describes the shortest distance from the center of crossing \( C_i \) to the vector \( \vec{SR} \) (straight line) that represents the direction indicated on the sign (see Fig. 5.2).

The candidates that lie on the "correct" side are ranked or rather sorted accordingly to their related distance \( d_i \). The candidates that lie on the "wrong" side of the sign remain unsorted and are ranged at the back of the list of the previously sorted candidates from the "correct" side. If an agent’s route choice decision is not influenced by any other factors, the agent uses the crossing that is the top element of this list.

**In case there are multiple signs**

In certain situations, multiple signs are visible and perceived at the same time. The signs are either competing signs (signs indicate different directions) or they belong to the same chain of signs which means that one sign is pointing to the location of the successor.

Agents choose randomly between competing signs. If agents perceive multiple signs of the same chain, they are capable of identifying which of the signs are predecessors (\( S_2 \) and \( S_3 \) in Fig. 5.3) and which ones are successors (\( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \) in Fig. 5.3). Finally, the agent follows the instruction of the sign that has no successors (the first sign in the chain, \( S_1 \) in Fig. 5.3).

The following procedure is used to identify the first sign in a chain of signs. For every sign in the chain, the angles \( \gamma_{i,j} \) are calculated. \( \gamma_{i,j} \) describes the angle between the vector \( \vec{SR} \) that represents the direction on Sign \( i \) and the vector \( \vec{SS}_j \) that connects the positions of signs \( i \) and \( j \). In Fig. 5.3, the angle \( \gamma_{2,1} \) is exemplary shown.

For each sign \( i \), the smallest angle

\[
\gamma_{i,\text{min}} = \min_j \gamma_{i,j}
\]  

is identified. In general, the signs that are successors are related to a relatively small angle \( \gamma_{i,\text{min}} \). This is due to the fact that they point to a successor.
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In contrast, the first sign in the chain is principally related to the greatest angle

$$\max_i \gamma_{i, \text{min}}.$$ 

(5.3)

In consequence, the agent follows the instruction of the sign that corresponds to the angle $\max_i \gamma_{i, \text{min}}$.

There are conceivable cases in which this process does not work. For example, when $S_1$ would be very close to $S_2$, it would almost point directly to $S_3$. However, these scenarios do not consist of a reasonable set-up of signs and are not present in real facilities. This process is expedient for all reasonable set-up of signs.

Figure 5.3: An agent is approaching a T-junction. Three signs are visible from the agent’s current position. $\gamma_{2,1}$ describes the angle between the vector $S_{2R}$ that represents the direction of the instruction on Sign 2 and the vector $S_2S_1$ that connects the positions of signs 2 and 1.
5.5 Example

In order to demonstrate the effects of the modeling approaches, the following scenario is regarded.

An agent would like to evacuate from the small maze depicted in Fig. 5.4. The maze consists of two decision points. At each of the points an exit sign is present. Possible routes to the exit (including detours and turn arounds) are indicated in the figure. Route B, for example, describes the path which an agent takes if it decides to go left first, turns around at the dead end, proceeds to the second decision point, turns left and arrives at the exit finally. Route choices at the first decision point are marked with blue arrows in the figure. Decisions at the second decision point are marked orange. Agents that turn right and then right again face the dead end on the right side. Therefore, they are forced to turn around and approach the second
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decision point again. Here, they again have to make a decision. They can choose to go straight ahead or turn left (marked with green arrows in the figure).

Two different scenarios are regarded. In both scenarios agents are supposed to decide randomly unless their route choice is affected by one wayfinding tool at least.

In the first scenario (Scenario A) it is assumed that the probability $P$ that signage is perceived and followed equals 0.5. The parameters $\eta$ and $\zeta$ equal 0.5 as well. Thus, only two cases can occur: The agent perceives the first sign so that the probability $P$ increases by 0.5. Consequently, subsequent signs will be perceived as well. In the second possible case the agent fails to perceive the first sign and thus also fails to perceive the second one as the probability $P$ has decreased to zero. The agent is not provided with any other wayfinding tools.

In Scenario B the probability to perceive signage is zero ($P = 0$). Other wayfinding tools are not provided to the agent either. Hence, the agent decides randomly (between the not already explored paths) at each of the decision points. This scenario serves as a comparison to Scenario A.

Results

500 simulation runs of each of the scenarios lead to the route distribution depicted in Figs. 5.5(a) and 5.5(b). Fig. 5.5(b) shows the route distribution that results if the agent selects randomly (Scenario B). The percentage of runs in which the agent took Route A, B or C is approximately equal. The frequency of runs in which the agent selected Route C and E is about half the size since on these two routes a third decision had to be made. Here, a route is separated into two routes again.

Figure 5.5: a) Route distribution of Scenario A. b) Route distribution of Scenario B.
In Scenario A, the agent selects randomly in ca. 50% of the runs as it fails to detect signage in these cases. Consequently, these runs yield to the same route distribution that resulted in Scenario B. In the remaining runs the agent follows both signs (Route A). Hence, the total distribution of Scenario A is dominated by the use of Route A.

5.6 Summary and discussion

The following flow chart (Fig. 5.6) provides an overview over the steps being executed within the modeling approach. The here shown procedure is executed for each of the signs in the building and in every timestep in which the agents’ isovists are updated. First, if signs are physically visible, a random number generator is used to determine whether an agent perceives the regarded signs. If necessary, the first sign among a chain of multiple detected signs is identified. Subsequently, the crossing to unknown area that complies best with the instruction on the decisive sign is determined and used as the next subdestination on the frontier (to unexplored area) (see Sec. 5.2).

The percentage of persons who perceive signage is dependent on a huge number of factors e.g. properties of sign, environmental factors, personal attributes. That is why the model refrains from predicting it. Instead, it uses given probabilities from the literature or studies’ results. The great disadvantage of this is that the model parameters need to be calibrated for every specific situation or rather environment (incl. signs and environmental factors). A calibrated value for the model parameter $P$ is demonstrably no longer valid if the sign properties alter, even in the same environment (cf. Xie et al. [2007] static signage: 39% detect signage - Galea et al. [2014] dynamic signage: 77% detect signage). Even within a single environment which comprises similar signs, each of the choice points are at least slightly different or rather possess different environmental factors that influence the perceptibility of signage. Furthermore, the perceptibility can be affected by personal attributes of the persons in the facility. Particularly, the persons’ knowledge degrees can play a major role in this context.

The model considers that persons who used signage before are more likely to use further signs. However, it does not consider people who got lost, realized that their previously chosen wayfinding strategy was not expedient and thus decide to look for signage. For these reasons, the here discussed model, even though calibrated for a specific situation, can only approximately determine the influence of sign usage on the route choice distribution.
Figure 5.6: Procedure 6: Procedure to find the crossing to unknown area that serves best to follow the instruction on a perceived sign.
Chapter 6

Summarizing the cognitive framework

6.1 Combination of single parts

Fig. 6.1 summarizes what has been introduced so far in the context of the model framework. Therefore, it shows all involved parts and steps in the wayfinding process of an agent. Particularly, the figure shows how a reasonable proceeding crossing to unknown area and subsequently a visible crossing is selected considering the cognitive map, generalized knowledge and signage.

First of all, crossings to unexplored area are identified from the short term memory polygon and stored in a list. In dependency of the chosen search strategy, this list is then either shuffled or sorted under consideration of the nearest door heuristic. Subsequently, the list is sorted taking into account information from the cognitive map (see Sec. 4.1.2), generalized knowledge (see Sec. 4.2) and possibly signage (see Sec. 5.4). The order of the sorts determines which of these factors overrules the other factors. The implemented hierarchy of the factors is generalized knowledge - signage - cognitive map.

In consequence, available crossings are sorted considering information from the cognitive map first and subsequently resorted considering signage. Thus, the sort based on signage is decisive as it is executed after the first sort. That means, the crossing which is indicated on a sign is selected by an agent even though it knows about an alternative path in its cognitive map. Though, it is possible to reduce the probability $P$ for agents representing familiar persons so that they are less likely to perceive and follow signage. In this case, it is assumed that they don’t need any help from signage on their familiar path and are therefore less willing to look for and use signage.
Figure 6.1: Procedure 7: Procedure of the combined model framework. First a crossing to unknown area is selected under consideration of the cognitive map, exit signage and generalized knowledge. Subsequently, a visible crossing is identified that serves best to reach the previously chosen crossing to unknown area.

Both sign instruction and generalized knowledge are taken into account by agents so that proceeding corridors are selected that are located in the area indicated by the sign. Accordingly, a crossing that is indicated by a sign will stay at the top of the
list of crossings if it also leads to a circulation room. However, rare situations are conceivable where generalized knowledge disagrees with signage. This happens, for example, if no circulation room is present that is located in the indicated area and the sign therefore clearly leads to a common room. In these situations, it is assumed that generalized knowledge has a higher influence on the route decision. In consequence, the instruction on the sign is not followed.

Eventually, the crossing that is found at the top of the list of crossings to unknown area after all sorts is considered as the final choice. Subsequently, a visible crossing is identified that serves best to reach the previously selected crossing to unexplored area.

6.2 Implementation

Essentially, the C++ implementation of the above described approaches consists of three C++ classes (see Fig. 6.2).

The central part of the framework is the class "Cortex". An object of this C++ class is provided with evaluated spatial memories and with information about the currently visible and already explored environment incl. its objects (signs) and properties (room type). The task of the class Cortex is to weigh the gathered information and to make a final decision in terms where to go to in the next step (which is accomplished by the above described sorting procedure). Subsequently, the Cortex hands over the decision in form of a visible crossing to the JPScore module.

An object of the class "CognitiveMap" represents the human cognitive map. It stores and evaluates spatial relations of the own position, landmarks and destinations.

Given a list of crossings, such an object sorts the list in consideration of the set-up of visited and non-visited landmarks in the cognitive map. Subsequently, it returns the sorted list to the Cortex.

The "VisualSystem" stores and evaluates both isovists representing the already explored and the currently visible spatial environment. It identifies possible crossings to proceed and hands them over to the Cortex. Furthermore, it provides the Cortex with perceived signs and room types and informs the CognitiveMap if a landmark is visible.

An object of the class "VisibleEnvironment" processes the spatial structure which the object obtains from JPScore. Based on the obtained structure, the object generates isovists so that the environment can be evaluated by the VisualSystem.
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Cortex
‡ Selects next target crossing
‡ Retrieves generalized knowledge

CognitiveMap
Spatial memories
‡ Stores landmarks and own position
‡ Evaluates cognitive map

VisualSystem
Perception/Recognition
‡ Stores the isovists
‡ Perceives signs, landmarks and room types

Decision making
JPScore
VisualEnvironment
(CGAL/BOOST)

Spatial structure and objects
Perceived landmarks

Class relations

To guarantee a working flow of information between all parts of the framework, the following class relations are used (see Fig. 6.3).

The ”JPS-AI-Framework” is encapsulated (as best as possible) and can only be reached via the class ”Router” from the previously existing code of JPScore. Besides this interface, the AI framework only catches information from instances of the classes ”Pedestrian” and ”Building”. Both connections are accomplished by using const-pointers which only allow read-access or rather forbid the JPS-AI-Framework to overwrite or change something outside of the framework.

The Router is responsible for the route choices of the pedestrians. Therefore, it possesses a container of instances of the class Cortex. Each instance is associated with an instance of the class Pedestrian (each pedestrian is linked to its individual Cortex). In order to accomplish the association, a Cortex is provided with a (const)-pointer to a pedestrian.

It might be more intuitive to provide a pedestrian with a cortex as a member data. However, JuPedSim’s development concepts dictate that routing tasks should be outsourced to the router class. In principle, in JuPedSim, instances of the class Pedestrian should mainly store the pedestrians’ attributes instead of executing their actions.
Figure 6.3: Class relations of classes that are part of the JPS-AI-Framework and their connections to classes of JuPedSim.

Each object of the class Cortex possesses an instance of CognitiveMap and VisualSystem. The CognitiveMap is provided with a const-pointer to the VisualSystem so that it is able to ask the VisualSystem whether landmarks are in sight.

The class VisibleEnvironment possesses a pointer to the class Building since it needs information about the spatial structure of the facility.

The VisualSystem has a const-pointer to the VisibleEnvironment in order to be able to evaluate the environment and to perceive landmarks, signs and room types.
Part III

Experiments and Model Calibration
Chapter 7

Wayfinding studies in an office building

NOTE: Major parts of this chapter (contentwise but partially also word-for-word) have already been published in [Andresen et al. 2018].

7.1 Miscellaneous

The author and his colleagues conducted a field study in a building of the Research Centre Jülich. The main goal of the study was to investigate the route choices of people in dependency on their spatial knowledge degree about the building. Furthermore, the study has been carried out to obtain data that can be used to calibrate and test the cognitive map model discussed in Chapter 4.

7.2 Method

The study took part on the second floor of the building. The spatial structure of this floor is depicted in Fig. 7.1. The floor is used (as well as the other parts of the building) for office purposes. During the experimental runs the emergency exit signs were covered to exclude the influence of signage on the route choices. Only the signage which was directly installed on exit doors were kept.

7.2.1 Participants

47 persons participated in the study. 23 of them were female, 24 male. The ages of the participants were between ca. 20 and ca. 70 years. The average age was approximately 35 years. All participants were healthy and not physically impaired. They had no visual impairment or wear glasses to correct a visual impairment.
group of subjects mainly comprised either students or employees from the Research Center Jülich. The participants signed an informed consent agreeing to the record of their data. Data has been recorded anonymously and is used for scientific purposes only.

The subjects participated individually (sequentially). Beforehand, they were asked to fill a brief questionnaire. Beside gender and age the subjects were supposed to rate (from 1 to 10) their knowledge degree or rather their familiarity with the building. The number of participants who ranked themselves into a certain familiarity level is shown in Tab. 7.1.

Table 7.1: Results of the questionnaire: Self-rated familiarity of the participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Knowledge degree</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of subjects</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.2.2 Task

Sequentially, the participants were led to the starting point. They were guided via Balcony E (see Fig. 7.1) so that they could not see any part inside the building before the start of the study. At the starting point the task has been explained to a subject by the experimenter. The task incorporated the following points:

1. The participants were supposed to assume that they were in a situation of a hazard (for example a fire) and an announcement to leave the building has been given.

2. It was not allowed to use Balcony E or F for the evacuations. The subjects were told that these exits were blocked for some reason (collapse, fire, smoke, etc.)

3. The subjects were told not to run but walk normally.

For documentation purposes the experimentees were asked to wear a headband on which a video camera has been installed.

Fig. 7.1 shows the routes the subjects could have used to fulfill their task, namely to evacuate from the building (considering the conditions mentioned above). It has been assumed that nobody will try to evacuate by moving into a store room or an office due to generalized knowledge about office layouts. Consequently, the possible routes have been determined by considering the corridors, foyers and stairs without exception.
Figure 7.1: In the background: The floor plan of the area which was used for the field study. In the foreground: All possible routes the subjects could use.

Routes A and B lead immediately to the staircases (Stair D or Stair G). Route C leads to Balcony J which can be seen on the right side of the floor plan. The crossing to Balcony J is not visible from the starting point. In fact, it only can be seen from a close position in front of it (see Fig. 7.2(a)). Each of the routes D,E,F,G,H,I,J,K lead either to the corridor at the upper or at the lower side of the ground plan. Within these corridors one either can go immediately to one of the balconies B or I (Route I or Route D) or immediately to the staircases C or H (Route H or Route E). Alternatively, it is possible to explore the corridors first and to proceed to a balcony or staircase (routes F,G,J,K) subsequently. Both mentioned corridors possess pillars and furniture that hide the view of the whole corridor from several positions, so that explorations into the corridors had been expected.

In connection to the upper corridor there is a possibility to proceed to another building (A). During the study the crossing to the neighbor building has been blocked. Subjects who wanted to pass here had to turn around and look for other options to evacuate. Route L describes the path from the starting point to the left corridor.
Figure 7.2: a) View from the starting point towards the corridor on the right side of the floor plan. b) Crossing that leads to Stair D. c) Crossing that leads to Balcony B.

on the floor plan. It was not explicitly forbidden to use the left corridor. However, Balcony F was blocked. Thus, participants who went here had to move back to the foyer where the starting point was. Back in the foyer they had to start their journey again and decide for one of the other mentioned routes. As only one subject took Route L, it is not considered which route has been taken after the subject came back to the starting point. In consequence, all routes that starts with a journey to the left corridor are regarded as Route L.

Each of the doors that either lead to one of the balconies or one of the staircases consists of non-transparent but translucent glazing (see Fig. 7.2(c)). The door at Balcony J is an exception. It consists of transparent glazing. Doorways that lead to staircases are not furnished with signs (see Fig. 7.2(b)). Doorways to the outside are provided with green exit signs (see Fig. 7.2(c)) which were not covered (in contrast to the rest of the signage in the building).

Via one of the staircases it is possible to move downstairs and proceed via a corridor to find a final exit on the ground level. Alternatively, participants could use one of the exterior staircases to reach the ground level. These staircases are directly accessible via balconies J and E/F. From balconies B and I they can be approached by following the exterior arcade that leads around the second floor of the building.

For reasons of simplification, in this work, the route choices on the second floor are regarded without exception.
7.3 Results

Tab. 7.2 shows the route usages that resulted from the field study. Particularly, the table mentions how the subjects who took a specific route rated their own knowledge degree. For example: 3 participants who rated their knowledge degree with the value 8 took Route C (see row 5 / column 9 of Tab. 7.2).

It is clearly visible that the route usage of participants that possessed a minor knowledge degree (1 - 5) comprises the use of more different routes (8 routes) in comparison to the route usage of the familiar participants (6-10) (3 routes). One participant of those who classified their knowledge degree in the interval from 1 to 5 took Route A, five took Route B, another four used Route C, one Route G, one Route J, two Route K and another one Route L.

Table 7.2: Distribution of route usage: Number of participants that took a specific route in consideration of their self-rated knowledge degree. The average knowledge degree is about ca. 6.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Route / Knowledge degree</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total number</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route A</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route B</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route C</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route D</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route E</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route F</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route G</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route H</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route I</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route J</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route K</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route L</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From within the upper and lower corridor one can see the exits to Balcony I or rather Balcony B. Nevertheless, here, 3 participants decided to go left and were forced to turn around due to the dead end. It is conceivable that these participants made their route choice decision and headed left before the exits were visible. Another possible explanation comprises the supposition that they saw the exit doors but could not identify them as doorways to the outside.

Even though the route usage of unfamiliar subjects varies, the results listed in Tab. 7.2 show a slight preference for Route B (5 subjects) and Route C (4 subjects).
7.4 Calibration by comparing route distributions from field study and simulations

On the one hand, these subjects simply might have known these paths although they rated their overall knowledge about the building to be minor. On the other hand, the preference might have turned out because some participants were attracted by the brightness of the corridor next to Balcony J. Besides, also the wideness of the foyer that is contiguous to the starting area might have attracted the subjects. Although the usage of Route L was allowed, only one subjects decided to take this route. This might be caused by the fact that the experimenters told the participants that Balcony E or F are not usable for the evacuation. Consequently, the participants mainly preferred to head to directions moving away from the blocked balconies.

Participants who were familiar with the building took one of the routes A, B or C without exception. This clearly shows that spatial knowledge has a remarkable influence on the participants’ route choice decisions. The high proportional usage of Route A and B (via stairs) can be explained based on the fact that the staircases are commonly used to enter and leave the second floor either from or to workplace, to administrative offices or meeting rooms. In fact, a number of participants stated after they left the building that they evacuated via the path they commonly use for any purposes and know for sure. They might have known about other routes as well but felt more comfortable using their daily path. Route C which is the shortest path to get to the outside (and to the ground level) has mostly been taken by subjects with profound knowledge about the building. All four subjects who claimed their knowledge to be comprehensive (value 10) used Route C without exception. This fact suggests that only people who are very familiar with their spatial surroundings and are confident to evaluate and compare different routes in the context of their length and travel duration take the shortest path.

7.4 Calibration by comparing route distributions from field study and simulations

Preliminary considerations

In this section, the results of the field study are used to calibrate the cognitive map model that has been introduced and discussed previously in this work. It is shown that the model is able to reproduce the route distribution that resulted from the field study with minor deviations. For this purpose, the route distribution of the calibrated model is compared to the distribution of the field study. In addition, route usages that resulted when using a shortest path algorithm, the nearest door heuristic, and randomly made decisions are also regarded for comparison purposes.
Each of the participants in the study only used circulation rooms. Thus, for the model calibration, agents in the simulation are provided with generalized knowledge so that all of them prefer to use circulation rooms. In general, regardless of the used routing model the decisions are always restricted to circulation rooms.

The outcomes of the study suggests that the subjects mainly failed to identify doors that lead to the balconies or to the staircases. Otherwise the routes that lead directly to stairs or balconies would have been used more frequently by unfamiliar subjects. For this reason, exit doors and doors to stairs are treated as corridors for this calibration. Consequently, agents do not favor stairs and exit over circulations rooms. If wayfinding tools do not provide any information, the agents randomly choose between the possibilities to proceed.

In the context of the calibration of the cognitive map model the most decisive question is how the subjects or rather their knowledge degrees can be represented by simulated agents or rather their cognitive maps. To address this question, the following premises are considered:

- Agents that represent subjects who are absolutely familiar with the building are supposed to be provided with a comprehensive cognitive map that includes all relevant landmarks (here all relevant rooms and exits) and possible connections between them. The positions of these landmarks are accurate so that the agents are able to evaluate and favor routes that are shorter. This means, that the elliptical representations of the landmarks are within the respective corridors or are not shifted from the respective exits. Furthermore, the dimensions of the ellipses do not exceed the dimensions of the respective corridors. The comprehensive map is depicted in Fig. 7.3.

- Participants who rated their knowledge degree with the value 1 are assumed to be first time visitors. Thus, respective agents are supposed to be provided with an empty cognitive map.

- Agents that represent subjects who claimed to have some but not comprehensive information shall obtain partially filled cognitive maps or rather cognitive maps in which specific landmarks and their connections are omitted.

- For the reason of simplification positions, shape, and size of landmarks are not changed. Only the number of landmarks in the maps is varied. Additionally, all connections between existing landmarks are kept.
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Calibration

Fig. 7.3 describes the cognitive map of an agent with comprehensive spatial knowledge. Main destinations A and B represent the entrances of the building on the ground level or the exterior staircases that are located next to the entrances. Main destination C depicts the entrance of the neighboring building. As this entrance is too far away from the other landmarks and the area of the study, the entrance’s position is not shown explicitly in the figure. The remaining landmarks depict the positions of corridors and staircases that are relevant and useful for the evacuation task.

To create cognitive maps for groups of agents with different knowledge degrees, a specific proportion of landmarks and/or main destinations are randomly removed from the map.

The remaining question is how many percent of landmarks have to be removed to describe the knowledge degrees of specific groups of subjects appropriately (for
example the group of persons that rated their knowledge with the value 8). To address this question, a function is used to describe the relation between the group’s knowledge degree $k$ and the percentage of randomly removed landmarks. In this case, the proportion of randomly removed landmarks equals the probability $P(k) \in [0, 1]$ that a certain landmark is removed. The probability $P(k)$ applies for all landmarks, thus all landmarks are treated equally. For reason of simplicity a linear function is used (see Eq. (7.1)).

\[
P(k) = m \cdot k + P_0, \quad m, P_0 \in \mathbb{R}
\] (7.1)

For example, for a cognitive map of an agent with the knowledge degree 6, $(6m + P_0) \cdot 100$ percent of the landmarks are preserved. To find the pair of parameters $m$ and $P_0$ which is most appropriate to describe the relation between self-rated knowledge degree and part of removed landmarks, the following procedure is applied.

470 simulations of the field study’s scenario for a specific pair of parameters are conducted. The simulations are carried out with the help of JuPedSim. In every simulation run a single agent starts at the position from which also the subjects in the study started and attempts to evacuate. The used geometry set-up is shown in Fig. 7.3.

Within a certain part of the 470 simulation runs for every parameter pair, a single agent is equipped with a cognitive map that is described by the linear function and represents a specific knowledge degree. The relative share of runs with a certain knowledge degree corresponds to the relative part of subjects of the study with the respective knowledge degree. For example, 5 participants ($\approx 10.6\%$) rated their knowledge with the value 1. Thus, 10.6\% of the runs (50 runs) are carried out using an agent provided with a cognitive map that describes the knowledge degree 1. The agent’s route is recorded in every run. Subsequently, the route distribution that resulted from the whole set of 470 simulation for a specific parameter pair is determined. The routes that have been considered in the evaluation of the field study are regarded as well. The route distribution is then compared to the distribution that resulted from the field study. Therefor, the percental deviation of the usage for every route is calculated. Finally, the average deviation of route usages is determined.

For the slope $m$ the values 0.025, 0.050, ..., 0.3 are considered. It is assumed that values beyond this interval do not lead to realistic route distributions as the slope is either to steep or to gentle to describe the influence of the knowledge degree appropriately. These values are each combined with 10 values for the parameter $P_0$.

\footnote{A multiple of 47 (47 subjects) is used to obtain more data from the simulations and to rule out route usages that result by coincidence}
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Table 7.3: Comparison of route usages that resulted from the field study and from simulations considering various route choice models. CMap = The cognitive map approach, SP = Shortest Path, Rd. = Random choice model, NDH = Nearest door heuristic. Values in the table describe the proportion of participants and agents that used a specific route. Values are given in percent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Study</th>
<th>CMap</th>
<th>Dev.</th>
<th>SP</th>
<th>Dev.</th>
<th>Rd.</th>
<th>Dev.</th>
<th>NDH</th>
<th>Dev.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Route A</td>
<td>27.66</td>
<td>31.96</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>24.66</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>27.66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route B</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>5.32</td>
<td>18.09</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>8.72</td>
<td>14.68</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route C</td>
<td>34.04</td>
<td>36.17</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>65.96</td>
<td>8.09</td>
<td>25.95</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>34.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route D</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route E</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route F</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route G</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>2.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route H</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>6.39</td>
<td>6.39</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route I</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>5.96</td>
<td>5.96</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route J</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route K</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>7.66</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>6.45</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>3.26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route L</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>9.79</td>
<td>7.66</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>25.06</td>
<td>22.93</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>97.87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. Dev.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td>10.99</td>
<td>7.64</td>
<td>16.31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

starting with $-7.0 \cdot m$ followed by $-7.0 \cdot m + \frac{1}{8}$ followed by $-7.0 \cdot m + \frac{2}{8}$ and so on. Hence, in total 120 parameter pairs are regarded.

The pair of parameters that leads to the lowest average deviation $\bar{\text{dev}}_{\min}$ of the route distribution is considered to be the best choice to describe the relation between knowledge degree and number of preserved landmarks (see Eq. 7.2).

\[ \bar{\text{dev}}_{\min} = \arg \min_{m,P_0} \text{dev}(m, P_0) \]  \hspace{1cm} (7.2)

After the execution of the 120 · 470 simulations, the pair consisting of the parameters $m = 0.25$ and $P_0 = -1.19444$ turned out to be the best choice. The comparison of the route usages are shown in Tab. 7.3.

As mentioned, route distributions that result from simulation runs using other selected route choice models are compared as well. A shortest path algorithm (SP), the nearest door heuristic (NDH), and randomly made decisions (Rd.) are selected.

The random choice model does not consider varying knowledge degrees, every agent possesses no spatial knowledge at all. Hence, the model underestimates the usage of Route A and especially Route B and Route C. Particularly, these routes were chosen by familiar subjects in the study. The usage of Route L is overestimated. Participants of the study avoided to proceed via the left corridor next to the blocked...
balcony as they were told that balconies E and F were blocked. The average deviation from the usage of the field study is about 7.66%.

SP and NDH are deterministic approaches. As the agent always starts at the same position in each of the simulation runs, it always chooses the same route when considering one of these approaches. Route C describes the shortest path, thus it’s taken by 100% of the agents when using a shortest path algorithm. In consequence, the usage of Route C is overestimated and the usage of every other route is underestimated as long as the route has been chosen at least once in the study.

Under consideration of the NDH the agent will head to the left corridor in each run as the related crossing is located closest. Hence, Route L is chosen by 100%.

The deviations of the usages of both the SP (10.99%) and the NDH (16.31%) are even greater compared to the deviation of the random choice model. The greater deviations are caused by the fact that SP and NDH do not imply any variations according to agents at all.

The cognitive map approach does consider variations of spatial knowledge degrees between persons and consequently reproduces the route usage with a smaller error compared to all other listed route choice models. Especially the usage of Route A and Route C are reproduced with a lower error (under 4%) compared to other route choice models. Only the predicted usages of Route B (underestimated by 18.09%) and Route L (overestimated by 7.66%) deviate with an error larger than 4%.

The deviation of Route L might be caused by the fact that the participants of the study were told about the blocked balconies E and F and thus avoided paths that lead into the direction of these balconies. This influence has been exerted by the experimenters. This effect is not considered in the model and thus cannot be reproduced. The overestimation of the usage of Route B might be explained by the following. On the one hand, a relatively high number of the unfamiliar subjects took Route B despite their lack of spatial knowledge. This number is higher than the number that would result when the paths are randomly chosen. Possibly these subjects preferred to go first to the other foyer as they were attracted by the size of the room or by the brightness of its adjacent corridor. Attractions such as mentioned above are not considered in the model and thus cannot be reproduced. On the other hand, the part of familiar participants that took Route B in the study is underestimated by the model as well. This is caused by the fact that agents in the simulation that know both Route A and Route B always choose Route A due to its shorter length. The

2The route distribution of the cognitive map approach in dependency on the knowledge degree of the agents is shown in Appendix A in detail
estimation of path lengths is not absolutely accurate in the model. Randomly chosen points within the ellipses are used to calculate the lengths of paths. Nevertheless, it is obviously accurate enough so that Route A is favored over Route B in every case. The subjects of the study might not be able to evaluate the path lengths with the necessary precision or even did not try to evaluate the lengths. They rather used the first known route that came to their mind. The prediction of the relative usage of routes A and B possibly changes if size and shape of the ellipses that represent the position of the landmarks are varied. Consequently, the calculation of path lengths would become more inaccurate.

The average deviation from the route usage of the field study is about 3.65\% when using the linear function \( P(k) = 0.25 \cdot k - 1.1944 \) (see Fig. 7.4(a)). The course shows that agents that possess knowledge degrees lower than 5 are not provided with any landmarks at all. Cognitive maps of agents with a knowledge degree higher than 8 are comprehensive and contain all relevant landmarks and connections. Remaining agents are provided with partially filled cognitive maps. The part of preserved landmarks is given by the linear function.

**Priority for specific landmarks**

The function only determines the proportion of preserved landmarks but does not give information about the question which landmarks are supposed to be incorporated in this part. In the above shown calibration, the selection of kept landmarks has been done randomly. Consequently, all landmarks have been treated equally in the context of the question if a specific landmark shall belong to the part of preserved ones. Another reasonable procedure comprises the introduction of a priority for certain landmarks. For instance, it can be reasonable to privilege landmarks that are more salient than others or are located on paths that are more frequently used than other routes.

Therefore, the above explained calibration approach has been done again considering a privilege for the landmarks A, B, D, G and main destinations A and B. These landmarks are located on paths that are most frequently used by workers to get to their workplaces. The mentioned landmarks and destinations are selected to be kept by a probability that is twice as high compared to other landmarks or destinations.

Under consideration of these privileges the use of the linear function with the parameter pair \( \beta = 0.3 \) and \( \beta_0 = -1.6555 \) leads to the smallest average deviation of route usages in comparison to the results of the field study. In Fig. 7.4(b) the relation between knowledge degree and probability to keep a certain non-privileged landmark
7.5 Summary and discussion

In this chapter, the results of a field study conducted in an office building have been discussed. Purpose of this study was to investigate the participants’ route choices in the building in dependency on their knowledge degree. The field study has shown that route choices can be remarkably influenced by the familiarity of a building’s user or visitor. Certain routes could be identified in the study that were particularly preferred by subjects who were familiar with the spatial structure. Almost all subjects with comprehensive knowledge about the building took the shortest path. A majority of the participants who work in the building but do not know or could not evaluate the shortest path took familiar routes e.g. routes they daily use to reach their workplace. Unfamiliar participants possibly chose their routes randomly or were attracted by brighter or greater corridors.

With the help of the approaches to model partial and inaccurate knowledge that have been introduced in this thesis, it has been attempted to reproduce the route
usage that resulted from the field study. For this purpose, different cognitive maps to model spatial representations of various knowledge degrees have been created. These maps have been established by removing a certain part of landmarks and destinations from a comprehensive map. A comparison showed that the route usage predicted by the calibrated modeling approaches are in good agreement with the route usage of the study. The average deviation is about 3.65% and thus remarkably lower than deviations that appear when using random route choices, the nearest door heuristic or a shortest path algorithm. The good agreement is mainly caused by the fact that the new modeling approaches consider the existence of partial spatial knowledge. However, the usage of one route is seriously underestimated. This deviation is possibly caused by the inability of the model to consider attractions by environmental factors.

It has been shown, that the model is an appropriate tool to reproduce the route choice distribution of the here presented field study. Nevertheless, a generic applicability of the model to predict route choices in arbitrary buildings has not been tested yet and is therefore not guaranteed. In addition, it is not assured that the model is able to predict route choices of pedestrian groups that are mainly unfamiliar with the facility, for example first time visitors.
Chapter 8

Wayfinding studies in a subway station

8.1 Miscellaneous

In this chapter the results of two wayfinding studies conducted in a subway station and in a virtual replica of that station are presented. Both studies have been carried out by the author and his colleagues. The main goal of the studies was to identify the wayfinding strategies that are used to find an exit in the subway station. For this purpose, the participants were asked to evacuate from the station and answer questions in terms of their route choice decisions.

The participants’ route choice distributions at three different choice points within the station are discussed and data gathered from questionnaires and camera recordings is presented. Based on this data the percentage of people who followed signage is inferred. Additionally, further wayfinding strategies that have been applied by the participants are mentioned and discussed.

To investigate the influence of signage on the route choice decisions in the station, the VR-study’s participants were divided into two groups. One group was provided with (virtual) signage, the second group was not. The results of these two groups are described and compared to the results of the study in the real subway station. Finally, the limits and possibilities of the VR-study are discussed.

8.2 Method

The first study took place in a real subway station in Berlin (real study). The VR-study took place at the University of Wuppertal and at the Research Center Jülich using a head mounted display (HMD).
8.2. METHOD

8.2.1 The subway station

The station consists of three levels. There are two platforms on top of each other and one concourse level above the platforms (see Fig. 8.1). Both platforms U8 and U9 are connected directly to the concourse level by two (in total four) staircases. These are the staircases U8.1, U8.3, U9.1, and U9.3, respectively. A further staircase, Staircase U8.2/U9.2, in the middle of the platforms serves as a direct connection between the platforms. In order to evacuate, it is necessary to go to the concourse level first. The elevators which should not be used in the case of fire are ruled out in the studies’ contexts. From the concourse level, the ground level can be reached by using one of the five exits A-E.

The virtual replica of the station has been created by Autodesk’s AutoCAD®️, SketchUp®️ by Trimble Navigation Ltd., and Unreal Engine®️ by Epic Games. A generic model of the station’s geometry has been set up with the help of AutoCAD®️.
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Subsequently, photos that have been taken in the real station were used in SketchUp® to create textures of walls, floors, ceilings, signs, and objects such as ticket machines. A few further objects e.g. banks, escalators, and railtracks were imported from the SketchUp® object repository. Finally, the virtual geometry including textures and objects were transferred to Unreal Engine. Unreal Engine provided the possibility to use the geometry interactively incl. walking through it by using first person perspective.

Signage in the station

![Ausgang](a) ![Emergency Exit](b)

Figure 8.2: a) Yellow-black exit signage present at walls and ceilings in the station. Ausgang is the german word for exit. b) Green-white emergency exit signage installed at the bottom of walls and pillars in the station.

At several locations both the real station and its virtual replica contain three kinds of signs that are relevant for evacuation purposes:

1. Tiny green-white escape route signs (30 cm x 15 cm) (see Fig. 8.2(b)) were installed at walls near the floor so that they are still visible when smoke is propagating at the ceiling.

2. Yellow-black exit signs (Ausgang is the german word for exit) (60 cm x 12 cm) (see Fig. 8.2(a)) are hanging from the ceiling at specific staircases. Smaller versions of these signs are part of a sign that indicates the name of the station and is installed at walls (45 cm x 9 cm).

3. Other, partially electronic, signs are installed at the ceiling indicating the way to a specific platform or giving information about the time of the next train’s arrival.
8.2.2 Participants

The real study

32 participants took part in the real study voluntarily. They signed an informed consent agreeing to the record of their data. Data has been recorded anonymously and is used for scientific purposes only. 31 participants fulfilled all five steps of the experiment, one subject only fulfilled the first three steps (see below). 50% of the subjects were male, ca. 47% female and ca. 3% other. 78.125% stated to be students. The remaining part were employees or self-employed. They were aged in the range from 20 to 31 years (average: 24.8; standard deviation: 2.74). 93.75% were right-handed, the remaining ones left-handed. Two participants had a temporary physical impairment. Nevertheless, they could move (slowly) on platforms and stairs. 33.33% stated to have a visual impairment. Except for one of them they stated to be able to see everything clearly (given the case with their vision aid). Except for one who was a german-hungary citizen, all participants were german citizens.

16 of them were first time visitors or had very little knowledge about the station. They stated their knowledge degree to be within the range of 1-2 whereas 8 persons stated their knowledge to be within 3-6 on a scale of 1 to 10. The remaining 8 participants claimed to be familiar with the station (self-rated knowledge degree 7-10).

16 subjects quoted that they used the subway regularly (more than 4 times a week) whereas 9 stated that they used it 1-4 times a week. 5 participants took the subway more seldom than weekly. The remaining part (two) quoted that they never had taken the subway.

The virtual study

71 volunteers took part in the virtual study. Due to technical issues only measurements of 68 persons could be evaluated. All of them fulfilled every of the experiment’s five steps (see below). 43 (ca. 63%) of the evaluated participants were male, 25 (ca. 37%) female. Data has been recorded anonymously and is used for scientific purposes without exception. An informed consent has been signed by the participants in advance. 55 (ca. 81%) subjects were students, 13 (ca. 19%) stated to be researchers (PhD students, post-doctoral researchers or other researchers). The age of the youngest subject was 18 years, the oldest participant was 57 years old. The mean value of the ages was about ca. 25.5 years. Two persons (ca. 3%) were indian citizens, one (ca. 1.5%) was a U.S. citizen, one french and another one was from
Luxembourg. 17 (25 %) participants were Chinese citizens, the remaining 46 (67.5 %) persons were German citizens. Two subjects (ca. 3 %) stated to be left-handed, one (ca. 1.5 %) stated to be both-handed. The remaining part of the participants (95.5 %) were right-handed. All participants stated to be capable to see signage clearly (if necessary with a vision aid).

3 participants quoted to use the subway (in general) more than 4 days a week whereas 5 persons use the subway 1-4 times a week and 50 persons not even once in a week. The remaining 10 persons had never used the subway.

62 subjects possessed very sparse knowledge about the spatial set-up of the station. They stated their knowledge degree to within the range of 1-2 on a scale of 1 to 10. 3 participants stated their knowledge degree to be within 3-6. The remaining three subjects were familiar with the station (stated degree within 7-10).

8.2.3 Experimental procedure

The experimental procedure contained five steps:

1. First questionnaire in advance
2. First walk
3. Second questionnaire after first walk
4. Second walk
5. Third questionnaire after second walk

Real study

In advance, by a questionnaire, participants were asked to provide information about their personal data e.g. age, gender, familiarity with the station, and frequency of general use of the subway (step 1). Subsequently, they were led successively from the gathering point on the concourse level to either Starting point 1 (SP1) on U8 (all participants with an even number) or to Starting point 2 (SP2) on U9 (remaining participants) (see Fig. 8.1). They were led blind folded and by taking detours.

The real study was conducted in the subway’s working hours in the evening of a work day. Passenger traffic was still present. Though, congestion on the platform or at the staircases did not occur. At each of the starting points a subject was supposed to assume an emergency situation which causes the necessity to evacuate from the station. A corresponding announcement has been read to them. The participant
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Figure 8.3: Real underground station. View from Decision point 1 (DP1) (see Fig. 8.1) towards both stairs U8.1 and U8.2 (left: leading to the concourse level; right: leading to U9).

Figure 8.4: Real underground station. View from Starting point 2 (SP2) on the stair that connects the platforms U8 and U9.
was told not to run but walk normally during his/her evacuation. Subsequently, a participant looked for a way to the outside while a head-mounted action camera was documenting his/her path (step 2). After having reached the outside (ground level), the subject has been led back directly to the gathering point and was asked to fill in a second questionnaire. The second questionnaire contained questions related to their walked path during the evacuation (step 3). In the meantime, the experimenter picked up another participant and led him to a starting point on the platforms. As all participants fulfilled the second questionnaire step 2 and step 3 were repeated. However, participants who already started at SP1 were led to SP2 and vice versa (step 4 and step 5). In the second run (step 4) subjects were asked to comment on their route choice during their walks. The comments were recorded by the microphone of the head mounted camera.

The virtual study

After having filled in the first questionnaire, subjects of the virtual study (one by one) were asked to put on an Oculus Rift® (DK II) head mounted display. In a virtual training level a participant had to accomplish several locomotive tasks so that he/she could practice to steer around with the head mounted display and a XBOX ONE® gamepad. To change their (first person) perspective in the virtual world (looking up,
down, left or right) or even turn completely, a participant could move his/her head or turn physically. To move forward or backward, the gamepad had to be used. At the end of the training level participants were asked to read out an instruction on a sign to make sure that the head mounted display has been adjusted correctly so that signage is clearly visible.

Figure 8.6: Virtual underground station. Coming from SP1 a participant is approaching DP1. Figure does not correspond to the field of view of the subject.

Figure 8.7: Virtual underground station. View from SP2 on Staircase U8.2 that connects platforms U8 and U9. Figure does not correspond to the field of view of the subject.
Subsequently, step 2 to step 5 of the study were executed. In the virtual station a subject directly began at the starting points on the platforms. In the virtual environment no other (virtual) pedestrians were present.

In step 2 participants with an even ID number evacuated from the virtual station which was provided with signage. The exact same signage that is installed in the real station has been used. Participants with an odd ID number were not provided with signage in step 2.

All subjects started from SP1 in step 2. In step 4, the repetition of step 2, all subjects started from SP2. In this step, participants with an even number faced a station without signage and participants with an odd number were provided with signage.

To simplify the VR-study, the subjects’ walking tasks (step 2 and 4) were considered to be accomplished when they reached the concourse level. At this point the simulation of the virtual world has been closed.

8.3 Results

In the following section the participants’ route choice decisions at the three decision points DP1, DP2, and DP3 (see Fig. 8.1) are discussed. Based on the decisions at these points and the outcomes of the questionnaires strategies are named that
were used by the subjects to find a route to the exit [Hofinger et al., 2016]. As a second step, the influence of signage on the route choice decisions at DP1 and DP2 is investigated. For this purpose, the results of the signage group and the control group of the VR-study are evaluated and compared with each other. Statements in the questionnaires, the videos that have been recorded by the action cameras, and actual route choice decisions are taken into account.

8.3.1 Real study

8.3.1.1 Decision point 1

The first decision point (DP1) is located between the two staircases that lead to the concourse level and to Platform U9 (see Fig. 8.9). Here, 25 (ca. 78%) participants chose to use Staircase U8.1 (7 of them by the escalators, 18 by the stairs) whereas the remaining 7 (ca. 22%) persons took Staircase U8.2 [Hofinger et al., 2016]. Nobody decided to stay or proceed on the platform [Hofinger et al., 2016].

![Figure 8.9: Topdown view on parts of Platform U8 around SP1 and DP1. Position of exit signage is marked. Additionally, this figure shows the route choice distribution at DP1 among the participants of the real study.](image)

Based on the data gathered at this choice point the following strategies are mentioned that could have been applied by the participants.

1Strategies and their percental usage at DP1 and DP2 in the real station have partially already been shown in [Hofinger et al., 2016].
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Use a familiar way (cognitive map or route knowledge)

Outcomes of Benthorn and Frantzich [1999], and Grosshandler et al. [2005] suggest that people who possess spatial knowledge prefer to take a path they are familiar with despite the existence of exit signage or attractions by environmental factors. On the one hand, this path can be the only known way. On the other hand, the path can be one of multiple known possibilities and may be selected due to the travel time benefit or other comfort benefits. Obviously, this strategy can only be applied by wayfinders with sufficient spatial knowledge. Consequently, in advance, it has been assumed that particularly familiar participants select the path that provides benefits in terms of the travel time. At DP1 this applies for Staircase U8.1 which leads directly to the concourse level. In order to test this hypothesis, the route choices at DP1 of three groups with different spatial knowledge degrees have been compared (see Tab. 8.1). However, only a very slight and not statistically significant increase in the selection of Staircase U8.1 could be found when the knowledge degree increases (Fisher’s exact test for count data, p-value = 0.6471).

Table 8.1: Route choice decision at DP1 among three groups of participants with different spatial knowledge degrees (KD).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KD / Route</th>
<th>Stc. U8.1</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prefer comfortable way

Participants might have chosen a way that appeared to be more comfortable, not in the sense that the whole path is shorter but that at least a part of the path requires less physical effort. The favoring of the escalators over other stairs is mentioned. Especially people with a physical impairment might prefer escalators. In the real study, 7 participants (ca. 22%) took the escalator [Höfinger et al., 2010]. Contrary to the expectations, the two participants with a temporal physical impairment were not among these persons.

Follow exit signage

Another strategy consists of following exit signage (either yellow-black or green-white signs).
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Participants behavior and sight as recorded by the head mounted camera suggest that 22 participants based their route choice decision on the presence of yellow-black exit signage at DP1. One subject misinterpreted the green-white exit signage at DP1 and went to Staircase U8.2. The remaining 9 participants ignored signage.

These outcomes suggest that a majority took Staircase U8.1 as it was indicated by signage (see Tab. 8.2). This applies for 22 of the 25 participants who went to Staircase U8.1. In fact, the correlation of the use of signage and the choice for Staircase U8.1 is statistically significant (Fisher’s Exact Test for Count Data, p-value < 0.001).

There is no significant change among the groups of different knowledge degrees in terms of the sign usage (see Tab. 8.3) (Fisher’s Exact Test for Count Data, p-value = 0.5113). The percentage of participants who relied on signage is similar within the three groups of different spatial knowledge degrees. This result is contradictory to the author’s expectation that signage is primarily used by unfamiliar wayfinders.

Table 8.2: Number of participants who used signage in dependency on their route choice at DP1. Data about the sign usage has been collected by observing and interpreting the participants behavior and sight as recorded by the head mounted cameras.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Route / Signs used</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Staircase U8.1 (Conc.)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staircase U8.2 (U9)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.3: Number of participants who used signage at DP1 among three groups with different spatial knowledge degrees. Data about the sign usage has been collected by observing and interpreting the participants behavior and sight as recorded by the head mounted cameras. Information about the knowledge degrees has been collected by the surveys.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KD / Signs used</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Use first visible stair to upper levels

Despite present signs 7 (ca. 22%) persons headed for Staircase U8.2 [Holinger et al., 2016].
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Generally, it is assumed that evacuees in subway stations are attracted by stairs that lead upstairs. This is because they knew that the final exit must be located somewhere above them independently from their position within the station (generalized experience about subway stations). The study’s results comply with this assumption. At DP1 all participants decided to proceed via a stair.

Furthermore, it is assumed that some people head for the first staircase they can see and stick to their decision. They stay with their choice although an alternative appears. Possibly, they do not see any noticeable benefit in changing their mind. This could apply for 3 of the 7 participants that went to Staircase U8.2. These subjects stopped at DP1, looked around, and recognized Staircase U8.1. Nevertheless, they stayed with their decision to proceed to Platform U9. The remaining 4 participants did not look around at DP1. Thus, it is not clear if they perceived Staircase U8.1 at all.

Select randomly

It is conceivable that participants didn’t use any of the above listed strategies but chose randomly. However, Fisher’s exact test shows that the participants’ route choice distribution is statistically independent from an uniform distribution (equal probability) which would result from random choices (see Tab. 8.4) (p-value ≪ 0.001).

Table 8.4: Route choice distribution at DP1 compared to a unique distribution which results by random choices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample / Route</th>
<th>Stc. U8.1</th>
<th>Stc. U8.2</th>
<th>Platf.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Observed</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>10.67</td>
<td>10.67</td>
<td>10.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition, the number of participants who decided to proceed via Staircase U8.1 is statistically significant (p-value = ca. 0.036 < 0.05). Even if the 7 subjects who might took the escalator for comfort reasons are not considered, still a statistically significant majority chose Staircase U8.1. This fact suggests that at DP1 the strategies "Follow exit signage" and "Use a familiar way" were prevalent.

8.3.1.2 Decision point 2

The majority (28 participants or rather 90%) decided to stay on the platform at DP2 (see Fig. 8.10). 20 (ca. 65%) headed for Staircase U9.3, the nearer staircase behind them. 14 of them (45% of all) turned right at the beginning of their travel, 6 left (see
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Fig. 8.10 [Hofinger et al., 2016]. The remaining part (26%) passed Staircase U9.2 (7 on their right side, 1 on his/her left side) [Hofinger et al., 2016].

Three (10%) used Staircase U9.2 and went downstairs [Hofinger et al., 2016]. The only signage that was visible from this point consisted of two signs. The first one was hanging from the ceiling next to Staircase U9.2 and indicated the way downstairs to Platform U8. The other sign was installed at the ceiling above Staircase U9.2 and showed the time of the next train’s arrival on Platform U8 (see Fig. 8.10).

Use familiar way

A noticeable part of ca. 71% (20) of the subjects that decided to stay and proceed on the platform turned around and used the staircase behind them. This fact suggests that a majority of them were familiar with this stair and possibly could even identify it as the shortest path to the concourse level. However, the percentage of people who used Staircase U9.3 among familiar participants is not significantly higher compared to unfamiliar participants (Fisher’s Exact Test for Count Data, p-value = 0.7069) (see Tab. 8.3).
Table 8.5: Route choice decision at DP2 among three groups of participants with different spatial knowledge degrees. Information about the knowledge degrees has been collected by the surveys.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KD / Route</th>
<th>Stc. U9.3 (Conc.)</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Use staircase although leading downstairs

At DP2 three persons (10%) used Staircase U9.2 and went downstairs instead of proceeding on the current platform. It is conceivable that they were expecting a directly connected staircase that lead them upstairs again. Indeed, two of them took the opposing stair that leads back to Platform U9 as the only alternatives would take them even further down.

Select randomly on platform

Although a majority (21 persons or rather 75%) of persons who stayed on Platform U9 turned to the right at DP2, the here present route choice distribution is not significantly different compared to a uniform distribution that results from random choices (Fisher’s Exact Test for Count Data, p-value = 0.075).

8.3.1.3 Decision point 3

At Decision point 3 (podest of Staircase U8.1, see Fig. 8.11) participants were faced with the decision of either to turn right or turn left to proceed to the concourse level. Here, no signage was present.

Use local shortest way

7 subjects that took the escalator (right side of the staircase) of Staircase U8.1 turned right at the podest. Three turned left and headed for the stair on the other (left) side of the podest. 13 participants of those who took the stairs instead of the escalator turned left whereas 6 further subjects crossed the podest and headed for the stairs on the other side (see Fig. 8.11).

A noticeable but not statistically significant majority (20 persons) stayed on their side (who came on the left side turned left and vice versa) (Fisher’s Exact Test for Count Data, p-value = 0.1821).
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8.3.2 VR-Study

Preliminary remarks

Only 6 participants of the VR-study were at least slightly familiar with the station. This number is too low to obtain representative results in terms of the route choice of people with higher spatial knowledge degrees. Thus, only unfamiliar participants (knowledge degree 1-2) are regarded in the following.

30 unfamiliar participants were among the group that was provided with signage in their first runs. 32 subjects belonged to the control group (no signage). In the participants’ first walks through the subway station they started at SP1 on Platform U8 whereas in their second walks they started from SP2 on Platform U9. In the second runs all participants who were not provided with signage in the first place now started in an environment with present signage and vice versa.

8.3.2.1 Decision point 1

No-signage group

A major (and statistically significant) part of the participants (87.5%) who were not provided with signage favored to use Staircase U8.2. This fact suggests that the use of the strategy "Use first visible stair to upper levels" was prevalent here. The major use of this strategy has been expected as the further strategies "Use
familiar way” and “Use signage” could not have been applied here. Neither spatial memories nor signage was present.

9.5% (3) of the subjects took Staircase U8.1. One person chose to use the escalator although the escalator was not running in the VR-study. The remaining two persons took the stair.

One participant proceeded on the platform.

![Figure 8.12: Route choice distribution at DP1 in the VR-study of both signage and no-signage (in brackets) group.](image)

**Signage group**

In advance, the author expected that the route choice distribution will change remarkably if signage is present. However, despite the presence of signage, still a remarkable (and statistically significant) majority of 90% (27 persons) headed for Staircase U8.2 (see Fig. 8.12). The remaining 10% (3 persons) took Staircase U8.1. This outcome is very contradictory to the results of the real field study which showed a noticeable preference for Staircase U8.1 even among unfamiliar participants.

It appears that signage had no influence on the route choice at DP1 as the route distribution of both signage and no-signage group is nearly identical (Fisher’s Exact Test for Count Data, p-value = 1). This fact suggests that the strategy “Use first visible stair to upper levels” was mainly used even though signage was present.
8.3.2.2 Decision point 2

Based on the outcomes of the real study, it has been expected that, at DP2, a certain number of subjects use Staircase U9.2 although it leads downstairs. In fact, 5 (16.7%) participants who were not provided with signs decided to proceed downstairs (see Fig. 8.13). Fewer subjects among the signage group (two persons or rather 6.25%) selected Staircase U9.2 as a proceeding way. Though, the difference is not statistically significant. Thus, a significant influence of signage at this point could not be found. 4 of the 7 persons who went downstairs proceeded straight ahead and returned directly to Platform U9 by using the stair on the opposite side. The remaining three persons proceeded to Platform U8.

![Route choice distribution at DP2 in the VR-study of both signage and no-signage (in brackets) group.](image)

The remaining participants stayed on the platform and passed Staircase U9.2 or Staircase U9.3 either by turning left or right. The route distribution of the participants of both signage and no-signage group are similar (Fisher’s Exact Test for Count Data, p-value = 0.869) and not significantly different from a uniform distribution that would result by random choices. This suggests that no features or characteristics were present that caused preferences for a specific way on the platform.

8.3.2.3 Decision point 3

As at DP3 no signage was present, the route choice decisions of both signage and no-signage group are pooled. 6 (66.7%) of the participants who went to Staircase
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U8.1 decided to take the stair instead of the escalator (see Fig. 8.14). 4 of them turned left (stayed on their side of the staircase) at DP3. The remaining two persons turned right. As seen before in the real study, a (not statistically significant) majority preferred to stay on the side they came from. Two of the three subjects who took the escalator of Staircase U8.1 turned left whereas the remaining one turned right.

Please note that at DP3 the number of participants was too low for profound statements.

Figure 8.14: Route choice distribution at DP3 in the VR-study.

8.3.3 Overall sign perception and usage - Real and VR-study

Subsequent to the walks the participants were asked to fill in questionnaires. In this context, they were asked if they had seen and used signage at some point in the station. Again, differences between real and VR-study can be identified (see Tab. 8.6). The difference of the average use of signage in the real study (81 %) and in the VR-study (51.5 %) is statistically significant. In the first run of the VR-study less than the half of the participants stated that they relied on signage whereas 81 % of participants in the real study followed signs.

Except for 1-2 subjects all participants that saw signage also followed it. In this regard, the results of both studies agree with each other.
Table 8.6: Percentage of participants who saw and used signage in run 1 and 2 of both studies. Values are rounded. Survey data. *Data from the signage group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Walk</th>
<th>Real from SP1</th>
<th>Real from SP2</th>
<th>VR* from SP1</th>
<th>VR* from SP2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Signage Seen</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signage Used</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.4 Discussion - Differences between real and VR-study

The comparison between results from the real and the VR-study turned out that the strategy to follow exit signage was less used among the participants of the VR-study. Particularly at DP1 a majority of the participants of the VR-study ignored them. The comparison of both groups of the VR-study suggests that signage had a negligible influence on the route choices at this point. In contrast, in the real study a noticeable influence of signage has been found.

On the one hand, this difference can be explained by the fact that participants of the VR-study used a corded head mounted display (HMD). The HMD restricted their field of view (ca. 95 degrees horizontal and 105 vertical [Tangent LLC, 2017]). The field that can naturally seen by the eyes comprises 135 degrees vertical and 200 degrees horizontal [Dagnelie, 2011]. Additionally, as the HMD was corded, participants partially avoided to turn about more than 90 degrees although they were supported by an experimenter. Due to the restrictions related to the HMD participants might have missed signage that only could have been seen by remarkable turning. Particularly, this applies for signage at DP1. Independently from the capability or willingness to turn the difference in terms of sign usage suggests that real signage is generally more salient. This agrees with the fact that participants’ field of view and the resolution of objects were restricted in the VR-study due to the HMD.

On the other hand, in the real study other people (passengers) were present during the study. Even though participants did not follow other people, the passengers might have set the participants’ focuses to specific ways or rather made them be aware of certain signs. These signs might have remained uncovered in an empty subway station. A significant influence of spatial knowledge on the route choices could not be found in the real study. However, familiar participants possibly knew that signage is present in the station and were familiar with its layout. Thus, these participants might have been more likely to rerecognize the signs whose layout they already had seen before. By contrast, the vast majority of subjects in the VR-study has never
been in the station and did not know anything about the signage or its properties such as layout, size or color.

8.5 Summary and Conclusions

Results of wayfinding studies carried out in a real subway station and in a virtual replica have been presented. Wayfinding strategies have been identified that were used by the participants at three choice points in the station. Results of both studies showed that a significant majority of subjects were attracted by staircases that lead upstairs. This outcome emphasizes the significance of generalized knowledge.

At DP1 a significant number of people of the real study selected the staircase which was indicated by signage. In consequence, at this point the prevalent strategy has been to follow signage in combination with the selection of a staircase. Further strategies that have been used by few subjects of the real study are to choose a familiar way (applies only for participants with sufficient spatial knowledge), take the first visible stair that leads upstairs or the selection of a more comfortable way (in this case the selection of the escalators).

It has been expected that especially familiar subjects preferred to take a known way and thus did not follow signage to find an exit. However, the percentage among familiar people who relied on signage turned out to be similar to the percentage among unfamiliar subjects. Furthermore, a statistically significant change in terms of the route choice when comparing participants with different knowledge degrees could not be found.

Apart from a few exceptions, all participants who saw signage also used it to evacuate from the station. This agrees with the results of the studies by Xie et al. [2012] and Galea et al. [2014].

In the VR-study a significant majority among the signage group decided to take Staircase U8.2 at DP1. The percentage of participants who selected this stair is almost identical to the number of persons among the control group. This suggests that signage had a negligible influence at this point. Hence, the author concludes that signage in the VR-study was not salient enough to be perceived by persons who did not search for signage actively. The lack of salience could be caused by technical restrictions of the VR environment.

In contrast to the differences in terms of the use of signage both studies showed a high influence of stairs which lead upstairs on the route choice decisions. Among all participants from the two studies only one persons stayed on the platform at DP1.
whereas all others decided to take a staircase. This result agrees with the outcomes of the study by Shiwakoti et al. [2017] where subjects preferred to take staircases as well.

In both real and VR-study (signage and control group) a significant majority of participants stayed on the platform at DP2 instead of using the stair that leads downstairs. There was no statistically significant preference for one of the four proceeding ways on the platform. Among the small number of people who went downstairs more than a half decided to proceed back upstairs to the original platform subsequently.

At DP3 it has turned out that participants tended to stay on the side of the staircase they came from instead of crossing the podest. Though, the number of persons who showed this behavior was not statistically significant.

8.6 Model calibration

8.6.1 Generalized knowledge

One of the major outcomes of all the above described studies is that all participants except for one in the VR-study favored to use an upleading staircase over staying on the platform. In Sec. 4.2 the assumption has been introduced that stairs are preferred in comparison to any type of room on the same floor. This assumption is confirmed for upleading staircases in subway stations. Therefore, agents in simulated subway stations favor upleading stairs over proceeding on the same level.

8.6.2 Sign usage

For the following model calibration the field studies’ results are utilized. It is assumed that these results more reliably describe wayfinding behaviour in real world scenarios in comparison to the VR-study.

As mentioned, in the second run of the real study subjects were asked to comment on their route choices during their walks. These comments have been recorded by a head-mounted action camera.

In this run 24 of 32 participants (75%) stated that they saw and used the first sign they reached (see Tab. 8.7). 11 of them started from SP1 whereas 11 subjects started from SP2. Except for one subject, all of them maintained the strategy to use signage in the further course of their paths. The further course comprises one or two decision points on the concourse level depending on the chosen path. All participants who used the second sign on their way also used the third one if applicable.
Three subjects failed to perceive signage at first but detected the second and all subsequent signs they approached. Two participants based their first decision on signage but ignored the second sign of their paths. The remaining 5 did not rely on signage at all.

It is assumed that the comments of up to two participants have been interpreted incorrectly as, in a few cases, the participants comments and behaviour was open for more than one interpretation or rather did not have an obvious meaning. Consequently, in Tab. 8.7 the number of sign users are given under consideration of an error range of up to two persons.

Table 8.7: Number of participants who saw and used the first and the second sign they approached. Data collected from comments which the subjects made during their walks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First sign / Second sign</th>
<th>Used</th>
<th>Ignored</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Used</td>
<td>$22 \pm 2$</td>
<td>$2 \pm 2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ignored</td>
<td>$3 \pm 2$</td>
<td>$5 \pm 2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the calibration, the error range is not considered. The modeling approach representing the detection of signage comprises four parameters that need to be calibrated. First of all there is the probability $P$ that the initially approached sign is perceived (see Eq. 5.1): 24 of 32 subjects (75%) perceived the first sign and followed its instruction. In consequence, $P$ is set to 0.75. Furthermore, the model comprises the parameters $\zeta$ and $\eta$ which describe the increase and decrease of the likelihood to detect signs depending on whether previous signs were perceived or not. 22 of them (ca. 91%) maintained their strategy and followed the second sign as well. The likelihood to perceive signage has increased by 0.16. Hence, $\zeta$ is set to 0.16. Consequently, the probability to perceive the third sign for agents who detected the first two signs is 1 (see Eq. 8.1). This agrees with the study’s results. Among the 8 subjects who failed to perceive the first sign three persons (37.5%) used the second. As expected the percentage of persons among the group of subjects who ignored the first sign decreased. Based on this outcome $\eta$ is set to 0.375. Thus, the likelihood to perceive further signs for persons who ignored both the first and the second sign is 0 which agrees with the results of the study.

The summation of the calibrated model parameters yields to
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$P_0 = P = 0.75; \quad P_i = \begin{cases} 
0.75 + m \cdot 0.16 & \text{if a previous sign detected} \\
0.75 - n \cdot 0.375 & \text{if no sign detected yet}
\end{cases} \quad \text{(8.1)}
$

with $m \in \mathbb{N}_0; \quad n \in \mathbb{N}_0; \quad i \in \mathbb{N}$.

### 8.6.3 Reproducing the field study’s route choice distribution at DP1

Under consideration of the above shown calibration the interaction of models for signage perception and application of generalized knowledge predicts the following route choice distribution at DP1. 75% of the agents take Staircase U8.1 as these agents perceive the sign above the staircase and follow the instruction. The remaining 25% take Staircase U8.2 as they fail to perceive signage but use the first staircase they can see. No agent proceeds on the platform.

Table 8.8: Comparison between observed and predicted route choice distribution at DP1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Route choice</th>
<th>Field study</th>
<th>Simulation</th>
<th>Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stc. U8.1</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stc. U8.2</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 8.8 shows that the interconnected models can reproduce the route choice distribution at DP1 with a good precision. The deviation between observed and predicted distribution is about 3% which corresponds to one participant.

### 8.6.4 Discussion

The good agreement between predicted and observed distribution at DP1 has been expected due to the fact that the calibration is partially based on observations made exactly at this point. Thus, it only has been shown that the model framework is technically able to reproduce observed route choice decisions. This procedure is by far not tantamount to a validation. Thus, the applicability of the calibrated model in other environments or even in other subway stations is not guaranteed. In fact, a study by Xie et al. [2007] showed that the proportion of sign users can be very much lower (39%). Here, the model with the here calibrated parameters would fail to reproduce the observed route choice distribution.
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Case Study
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Application to an evacuation of a subway station

9.1 Miscellaneous

In this chapter the previously introduced modeling approaches for wayfinding tools and strategies are applied and discussed in the context of a series of simulation runs. The runs have been carried out in a virtual (JuPedSim-conform) model of the subway station that already has been introduced in Chapter 8.

The subway station is regarded as a complex building as it consists of three levels, two platforms, and a concourse level. For this reason, finding a path to the ground level or to the outside is not trivial. Route choices and the selection of wayfinding tools and strategies can influence the overall evacuation progress. With the help of the case study the effects of single wayfinding strategies and combinations of strategies on the occurrence of congestion and on the final egress time are demonstrated. Particularly, it is discussed how effectively present signage supports the evacuation progress.

9.2 The station (simulation geometry)

As mentioned above, the station consists of three levels that are arranged vertically (on top of each other). The ground level can be reached from the concourse level, the topmost level. Five exits (A-E) are available here (see Fig. 9.1). It is possible to go directly from Platform U8 to the concourse level by using one of the staircases U8.1 and U8.3. Staircases U8.2/U9.2 connect both platforms with each other. The remaining stairs U9.1 and U9.3 provide a connection between Platform U9 and the concourse level (see Fig. 9.1). The dimensions of platforms U8 and U9 are approximately 110 m x 12 m and 117 m x 13 m, respectively. The dimensions of the concourse
level are 117 m x 60 m. The mentioned values refer to the longest distance of the long axis and the longest distance of the transverse axis.

![Isometric view of the subway station that is the subject of this case study.](image)

To simplify the case study, the obstacles on the platforms (pillars and ticket machines) and the sales areas on the concourse level have been removed. Certainly, (the persons in) the sales areas and obstacles affect the evacuation progress. However, the purpose of the case study is not to predict real egress times but rather to evaluate the influence of wayfinding strategies. Route choices are not changed by the mentioned simplification of the geometry. Thus, the comparison is still feasible with the simplified version. In addition to sales areas and obstacles, the final stairs at the exits A-E are excluded. Consequently, an agent’s evacuation is considered to be completed when it reaches the foot of a final stair. Only pedestrians on the platforms, stairs, and on the concourse level are taken into account. Trains and their passengers are not considered. The geometry that has been used for the simulation is shown in Appendix B.
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Signage in the station

The properties of the yellow-black and green-white exit signage in the station already have been described in Chapter 8. These are not relevant for the simulation as they are not explicitly considered by the modeling approaches. In contrast, the model takes into account the parameters $P$, $\eta$ and $\zeta$ that are given by the user and comprise the effects of the signs’ properties. However, the signs’ locations, their heading directions and the directions of their instructions certainly are relevant. Figs. 9.2 and 9.3 show the locations and directions of all signs implemented for the simulation. For the reason of simplification, only the yellow-black exit signage is used.

Figure 9.2: The positions of yellow-black exit signs on platforms U8 and U9.
9.3 Initial conditions

For a study by Hofinger et al. [2016] occupants on the platforms and on the concourse level of the regarded station have been counted in the evening hours of a workday. The counts have been started shortly before the maximum occupant number has been expected on the platforms. Approximately 240 passengers on Platform U8, 160 passengers on Platform U9, and further 170 persons on the concourse level were counted. These numbers can be considered as the peaks of occupancy on each of the levels. These numbers are used in the present case study. Additionally, it is assumed that a few further persons are located on the several staircases of the station (in total 80 passengers). In consequence, the total number of agents in the simulation runs is about 650. The start positions of these agents are randomly determined within the levels and staircases.

JuPedSim’s implementation of the model by Tordieux et al. [2016] takes care about the operational tasks of the agents. The agents’ average desired speed is about 1.34 m/s in the plane and 0.6 m/s on the stairs and escalators. More infor-
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Information about used parameters of the operational model are given in Appendix C. Pre-movement times are not considered.

9.4 Route choice models

50 simulation runs have been carried out with the above mentioned geometry, occupancies, initial conditions, and with one of the following route choice models.

Model A "Stc.": Use upleading stairs

The agents are capable of perceiving stairs. They prefer staircases which lead them upstairs closer to the ground level (basic generalized knowledge of subway stations). If there are no stairs in sight, the agents choose a proceeding way randomly. Though, once decided for a way, they maintain their choice unless they have to turn around or a stair appears (see Sec. 3.5). All agents ignore signage and possess no spatial memories.

Model B "Signs": 100% of agents use signage

Here, the agents retain the capabilities they were provided with in Model A. Additionally, now, 100% of the agents use signage. Once having perceived a sign, an agent relies on further signs as well. They follow all signs they can see physically during their evacuation. Accordingly, $P$ is set to 1.0. $\eta$ and $\zeta$ are set to 0.

Model C "Fam.": Familiar agents

In this scenario the agents are provided with some spatial memories about the station’s structure. Particularly, they know which of the staircases take them directly (without detours) to the concourse level and therefore faster to an exit. For this purpose, all agents starting from one of the platforms obtain a cognitive map that contains the positions of staircases that lead to the concourse level. Due to their cognitive maps the agents immediately head to the closest of the mentioned stairs. Once reached the concourse level, they decide a proceeding path randomly.

Model D "Col.": Collaboration (Interaction) of strategies

In this scenario 50% of the agents are considered to be familiar and thus head to the closest available stair to the concourse level if they start from one of the platforms. The remaining agents are unfamiliar.
Additionally, signage is present in the station and is perceived by a certain part of agents. The parameters from the model calibration described in Sec. 8.6 are considered. These are $P = 0.75$, $\eta = 0.16$, and $\zeta = 0.375$, respectively.

Model E ”SP”: Shortest Path

Here, agents use their predetermined shortest path without exception. This scenario serves as a reference for comparison to the previously mentioned scenarios. The paths are calculated by the shortest path algorithm that is implemented in JuPedSim.

Model F ”TTO”: Travel time optimization

The agents still use their shortest path in principle. However, now, they try to find an alternative route to optimize their travel time if they are faced with a congestion. For this purpose, the travel time optimization model by Kemloh Wagoum, Armel Ulrich [2013] that is implemented in JuPedSim has been used. This optimization model enables agents to find and use an alternative route that provides a remarkable benefit in terms of the travel time. If there is no route that comes along with a noticeable benefit, the agents stick with their shortest path.

9.5 Results

Due to numerical instabilities and implementation deficiencies situations occur in which a small part of the agents get stuck at certain points in the station and thus do not continue their evacuation. This applies for applications of all used route choice models. These agents are left out of the evaluation. Hence, the following results refer to the evacuation progress until 585 agents (90\%) have evacuated.

9.5.1 Overall egress times

Fig. 9.4 shows the distributions of egress times in the station that result from the usage of the above mentioned route choice models.

In agreement with the author’s expectation agents evacuate most rapidly if each of them either uses signage correctly or is routed by the travel time optimization algorithm. This is mainly caused by the fact that both models ”Signs” and ”TTO” make agents avoid detours, particularly the detour from Platform U8 via Platform U9.
In contrast, the application of the shortest path algorithm (without any travel time optimization) is accompanied by the highest egress time compared to all other used models. This is due to the fact that for a remarkable number of agents the shortest route leads via Staircase U8.1. All agents on Platform U8 move to this stair in the first place except for those who start very closely to Staircase U8.3. This causes a congestion in front of the staircase and also on its podest. In addition, the majority of agents which evacuate via Staircase U8.1 takes the narrow escalator instead of the wider adjacent stair because the escalator is part of their shortest path. This is a further remarkable factor that increases the jam in front of Staircase U8.1 and the overall egress time which is about 287 seconds in average.

In contrast, the travel time optimization makes agents avoid the narrow escalator and re-route via the adjacent staircase. This improves the evacuation progress and decreases the overall egress time. The use of this model results in an average evac-
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The evacuation time of 190 seconds (see Fig. 9.4). Nevertheless, still more than 75% of the agents on Platform U8 want to evacuate via Staircase U8.1. They consider re-routing only after having reached the congestion in front of the staircase. Then, the paths via other staircases are too long to provide a worthwhile benefit in terms of the travel time and agents rather continue waiting in the jam.

In the presence of signage the agents are more evenly distributed over the staircases on Platform U8. Therefore, the average egress time for the model "Signs" (about 179 seconds) is even lower than using the travel time optimization (see Fig. 9.4).

The spatial knowledge that is provided to the agents when applying model "Fam." ensures that the agents on Platform U8 avoid the detour via Platform U9. Furthermore, they take the staircases that are connected to the concourse level almost evenly. Though, on the concourse level they need more time to find a final exit in comparison to scenarios in which they are directly guided to an exit (either by signs or by predetermined paths). In consequence, the overall egress time which is about 221 seconds in average is higher in comparison to the scenarios that apply the model "Signs" or "TTO".

When model "Stc." is used, agents take the first visible staircase they see. This causes a noticeable part of the agents to make detours. Particularly, the detour from Platform U8 via Platform U9 increases the overall egress time. In addition, the agents spent more time on the concourse level to find the outside as they are not guided to an exit. Here, the average overall egress time is about 242 seconds.

Model "Col." leads to egress times that, in average, are located between the resulting times of the scenario with familiar participants and the scenario in which everybody follows signage. The corresponding average egress time is about 191 seconds. In this scenario, there are a few agents that neither are provided with spatial knowledge nor perceive and follow signage. Consequently, in comparison to agents which follow the signs these agents need more time to arrive at the concourse level (partially they proceed via Platform U9) and to find an exit on the concourse level. These agents delay the overall evacuation.

Variation between route choice models

The difference between the smallest (167 s) and the largest egress time (293 s) is about 126 seconds. The egress time can differ by 68 seconds from the mean. This equals approximately 30% of the average egress time (ca. 225 s) of all scenarios.

The comparison between the scenario "Signs" in which signage is present and detected by all and the scenario with no signage ("Stc." suggests that signage can
significantly improve the evacuation progress. The according route distributions are statistically independent as the confidence intervals do not overlap (“Stc.”: [177,181], “Signs”: [238,246]). In average, the evacuation process in the station can be shortened by signage by approximately one minute. This equals ca. 25% of the average egress time of model “Stc.”. It has to be noted that the improvement by signage of one minute only can be achieved if all passengers would detect and follow signage.

9.5.2 Investigation of selected flows at staircases and exits

In this subsection the evacuation progresses under the usage of model “Stc.”, “Signs”, and “TTO” are investigated in more detail. For this purpose, the time courses of flows at stairs and exits are presented for the scenarios that uses the mentioned route choice models. In the following diagrams the flow equals the average flow of the respective time interval of 5 seconds.

For each of the route choice models 50 simulations have been executed. In each run the agents’ starting positions have been set randomly and thus are different compared to other runs. In consequence, also the flows can be different at each of the 5-seconds time intervals. In order to consider this variety, both the maximum and the minimum flow of a time interval is presented in the diagrams. The course of the minimum flow is drawn dashed whereas the maximum flow is shown by a solid line.

Flow at the feet of the staircases on Platform U8

Application of the travel time optimizer let many agents evacuate via Staircase U8.1 which lies on their shortest path. This applies even for agents which start on Staircase U8.2. This leads to congestion at the foot of the staircase and thus to a flow near the capacity that stays high for a relatively long time. The capacity of the staircase (stair + escalator) which is about ca. 2.25 1/s is reached in the first minute of the simulation (see Fig. 9.5(a)). In consequence, congestion occurs. The flow in the scenario in which signage is present decreases earlier. In this scenario a majority of the agents that starts from the lower side of Platform U8 are guided to Staircase U8.3. Hence, the agglomeration in front of Staircase U8.1 consists of less agents and dissolves earlier.

If no signage is present, agents use Staircase U8.2 more frequently which relieves Staircase U8.1 additionally (see Fig. 9.5(b)).

\footnote{Calculated using the specific capacity for upleading stairs of 0.81/(ms) \textsuperscript{1}Forschungsgesellschaft für Straßen- und Verkehrswesen 2009}
In the scenario in which signage is present, Staircase U8.2 is mainly used by agents that start between this stair and Staircase U8.3. Here, no signage is visible that would make agents refuse it. Congestion does not occur in front of Staircase U8.2 in any scenario.

Relatively few agents that are routed by the travel time optimizer take Staircase U8.3. Only agents which start from a position very close to Staircase U8.3 do not head to Staircase U8.1. Consequently, the flow decreases earlier at this point in comparison to the other scenarios. In every scenario the capacity of the stair which is about 1.61/s is nearly reached in the first 50 seconds.
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Flow at the feet of the staircases on Platform U9

Figs. 9.6(a) and 9.6(b) show that more agents evacuate via Staircase U9.1 and U9.3 when Model "Stc." is used. In this scenario, more agents come from Platform U8 since they were not guided directly to the concourse level by signage or a travel time optimizer. Consequently, the flows at both staircases stay above 1.0 1/s in the first two and a half minutes. Therefore, the evacuation of Platform U9 takes approximately one minute longer in comparison to the scenario with present signage.

![Figure 9.6: Course of the flow at the feet of the two staircases on Platform U9.](a) Staircase U9.1  b) Staircase U9.3

The flow in the other scenarios drops off earlier. This applies especially for the scenario that uses the Model "TTO". Here, even agents that start from the podest of Staircase U8.2 prefer to avoid Platform U9 and go downstairs to Platform U8. Thus, still less agents approach the staircases on Platform U9 and the flow at Staircase U9.1 already drops off after 60 seconds.

In the first 100 seconds the flows at the stairs of Platform U9 are temporarily higher in the scenario with present signage in comparison to the scenario without signs. Here, the agents are directly guided to the stairs. They don’t have to explore the platform and thus are able to avoid detours. In consequence, a higher number of agents arrive sooner at the stairs. The capacity of Staircase U9.1 (1.61 1/s) is therefore temporarily reached which comes along with a congestion of short time (approximately 25 seconds).

The capacity of Staircase U9.3 (2.25 1/s) is not reached in any scenario at any time.
Flow at the exits on the concourse level

Figs. 9.7 a) - e) show the flow courses at each of the exits on the concourse level. Particularly in terms of exits A, D, and E, the respective figures show that the agents need more time to evacuate if they do not use signs or are guided by the travel time optimizer. On the one hand, this is due to the fact, that a remarkable part of these agents spent more time on the platforms and therefore arrive ca. one minute later on the concourse level (see above). On the other hand, some agents need more time to find an exit on the concourse level without guidance. Consequently, the flow exceeds the other flows in the later course of the evacuation progress (approximately in the time interval 150 - 250 seconds).

Exit D is heavily frequented by agents that are routed by the models "Stc." and "Signs". This exit is mainly used by agents which come to the concourse level via staircases U8.1 and U9.3. Exit D is visible from an area close to Staircase U9.3. Most agents that use this staircase pass this area and see Exit D subsequently. They head to the visible exit as the route choice model dictates that they prefer upleading stairs and exits although signage indicates exits in different directions. Nevertheless, the capacity of Exit D (3.61/s) is not reached in any scenario.

Many agents that are guided by the travel time optimizer evacuate via Exit E. This applies especially for agents which start on Platform U8 and whose shortest path leads via this exit. The last agent crosses the exit line of Exit E not before 190 seconds after the start. This is about approximately 35 seconds later in comparison to the last agent at any other exit. At first sight, this might be surprising since there is no congestion in front of Exit E. However, 150 seconds after the evacuation’s start agents still are approaching Exit E because they were part of the congestion at the foot of Staircase U8.1.

In the other scenarios the last agents leave the building simultaneously at multiple exits. There is no exit which is still used while agents at other exits already evacuated. This suggests that the agents in the scenarios using model "Stc." and "Signs" are more evenly distributed onto different routes and onto different exits.

Exit C is only used by agents that were located closely to this exit at the beginning of the evacuation. All other agents which head to the direction of this exit pass Exit D necessarily. Consequently, they evacuate via Exit D.

In each of the scenarios Exit B is also mainly used by agents that start in the nearer surroundings. In scenario "TTO" this applies also for Exit A. Both exits are relatively far away from the other parts of the concourse level and from the staircases. Hence, these exits are refused by the majority of agents that are routed by the travel
Figure 9.7: Course of the flow at the exits on the concourse level. a) Exit A  b) Exit B  c) Exit C  d) Exit D  e) Exit E

The time optimizer. The situation is different in the other scenarios. Here, agents come to the area in front of Exit A and B from other parts of the concourse level or from the
platforms. These agents prefer to use Exit A. This is caused by the fact that signage is present that indicates Exit A. Besides, when an agent approaches this area, he firstly sees Exit A and therefore heads to it.

9.6 Summary and discussion

Modeling approaches introduced in this paper were applied in the context of a set of evacuation simulations in a subway station. They were used to investigate the influence of different wayfinding strategies on the evacuation process in the station. Six different route choice models have been applied that represent the strategies "Use signage", "Take the first visible stair", "Use spatial knowledge", and interaction of these. In addition, a shortest path and a travel time optimization algorithm have been utilized. Overall egress times and flow courses that result from the application of these six models have been presented and discussed.

It turned out that the average egress time decreases by ca. 25% if the agents follow signage instead of taking the first visible stair which improves the evacuation process remarkably. Mainly, this improvement refers to the fact that agents do not make a detour via Platform U9 if they are guided by signage.

The average egress time is even lower than the average egress time resulting from the scenario in which the agents are routed by a travel time optimizer. In both scenarios agents that start on Platform U8 are directly routed to the concourse level and thus avoid a detour via Platform U9. However, many agents on Platform U8 are guided via Staircase U8.1 as it is a part of their shortest path. In front of the staircase they approach a congestion. As from this point alternative routes that avoid the congestion are too long and thus do not provide any noticeable benefit, the agents decide to stay in the congestion. In contrast, agents are more evenly distributed over the staircases when they are guided by signage. In this case, the congestion in front of Staircase U8.1 vanishes earlier which shortens the average overall egress time.

The analysis demonstrated that the modeling approaches introduced in this work are suitable tools to evaluate the influences of various wayfinding tools on the evacuation process. The model framework might not be elaborated enough to predict the single egress time that can be taken for real. This is i.a. caused by the fact that still wayfinding tools e.g. herding are not considered although they may have a strong influence. Nevertheless, by applying the model framework (in cooperation with state-of-the-art models) with various input parameters egress times can be narrowed to a range of possible times.
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The case study narrowed the egress time to the range between 167 and 293 seconds. This means, that the egress times may vary by 30% (ca. one minute) from the mean time when the wayfinding strategies are changed. This variation is not as large as for buildings that contain much more decision points e.g. museums. A similar case study in an american museum yielded to a variation of approximately 75% of the mean evacuation time [Andresen et al., 2016]. Nevertheless, the variation is still remarkable and needs to be considered. One minute can be vital in an evacuation, for example in case of propagating smoke.

By Famers and Messerer [2008] it is recommended that people have evacuated before the fire fighters arrive at the facility. So, the fire fighters can start extinguishing the fires and search for left people. In german cities the fire fighters are supposed to arrive at the facility within 8 minutes [Arbeitsgemeinschaft der Leiter der Berufsfeuerwehren in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, 2015]. All egress times within the resulting range are under 5 minutes and therefore acceptable.

It has to be noted that the discussed egress times resulted from a case study that has been conducted under the consideration of certain assumptions. For example, it has been assumed that all persons start their evacuation immediately. In fact, it is more likely that for some reasons certain people do not evacuate right after an emergency announcement has been given. In addition, the assumed number of persons in the station may be incorrect as passengers in arriving trains are not considered. For a comprehensive and reliable assessment of the egress times these fact have to be taken into account.
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Closing Remarks

10.1 Summary and conclusions

Still many state-of-the-art software frameworks for evacuation simulations determine the routes that are used by the agents without taking into account human wayfinding abilities. Partially, the underlying route choice models imply the assumption that each of the modeled pedestrians are able to plan the shortest route from their position to the outside. However, particularly in complex buildings, people might be present who are not able to plan a route to the outside since they, for example, do not know the locations of exits. These persons or rather their restricted abilities are not considered in the frameworks.

In order to close this gap, a novel model framework has been introduced considering the wayfinding tools and strategies of people who are not or only partially familiar with the facility. This model framework enables agents to make their route choice decisions based on environmental circumstances, individual preferences, spatial memories, and generalized knowledge. For each of the agents and in each timestep the actual isovist is generated which represents the agent’s currently visible area. By evaluating its isovist an agent is capable of identifying possible ways (crossings) to proceed. Given the case multiple crossings are available, the agent chooses one of the candidates under consideration of signage and its spatial and generalized knowledge degree. Furthermore, the agent is able to identify and avoid areas it already visited.

In principle, spatial knowledge about an environment is assumed to be incomplete and inaccurate. It can be not even more than a vague idea about a location relative to the own position. For this purpose, a representation of human partial and inaccurate spatial knowledge, the cognitive map, has been introduced. It allows to model degrees of spatial knowledge from no through comprehensive knowledge. To consider the inaccuracy in the spatial memories, positions of objects in the cognitive
map representation are described by ellipses. Agents use the information about the ellipses to decide which of the available crossings are the best choice to reach their desired destination.

Shape, size, and position of an ellipse can be altered arbitrarily. The real position of an object does not necessarily have to be in the ellipse’s area. This means, the ellipse in the cognitive map can be apart from the real object. This can make an agent deviate from the direct route to the object or even make it move to a wrong direction.

Additionally, agents are able to distinguish between types of rooms. They prefer stairs and circulation rooms to move more efficiently to an exit.

Agents are furthermore capable of recognizing visible signage and of understanding the instruction that a sign indicates. Studies from the literature have shown that some people fail to perceive signage although it is clearly visible to them. In consequence, a probabilistic model has been introduced that determines if an agent perceives a specific sign. The model takes into account whether and how many signs have been detected previously.

Studies from the literature turned out that the completion of a wayfinding task is partially accomplished by applying multiple wayfinding tools simultaneously. Therefore, the model framework incorporates a functionality to use combinations of modeled wayfinding tools.

Three different wayfinding studies have been conducted in order to investigate selected wayfinding aspects and to calibrate and test the modeling approaches.

The first study took place in an office building. The purpose of the study was to investigate the subjects’ route choices in dependency on their familiarity with the building. It showed that participants who possessed profound but not comprehensive knowledge preferred a familiar “safe” path which they use everyday. Participants who were owning profound knowledge decided to head for the shortest possible path. In contrast, unfamiliar subjects chose randomly or based their decisions on environmental factors such as differences in light. Subjects used circulation rooms (corridors) to evacuate without exception.

The study’s results were used to calibrate the cognitive map model that has been introduced in this work. It has been shown that, with the help of the calibrated model, it is possible to reproduce the route choice distribution that resulted from the study with a good accuracy. This suggests that the model framework, in comparison to shortest path models, random choice models, and the nearest door heuristic, is more suitable to predict route choice decisions of a group of people if their knowledge
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degrees are known. However, the model framework only has been applied to reproduce the route choices of the study. The model neither has been examined in the context of other buildings or facilities nor for other compositions of knowledge degrees. Thus, a general applicability of the model can not be guaranteed yet.

The other two studies have been executed in a german subway station and in a virtual replica of that station, respectively. Purpose of the studies was to identify wayfinding tools and strategies that are applied in subway stations. Particularly, it was of interest to quantify the influence of exit signage. Both studies revealed that the strategy to use an upleading staircase, partially in combination with other strategies, was prevalent among all participants (with one exception). Against this, the results of the two studies differ in terms of the number of participants that used exit signage. In the field study ca. 75% of the subjects perceived and followed signage at the first decision point. In contrast, in the virtual reality study the majority (ca. 90%) ignored signage at this point. It is assumed that the differences are mainly caused by the technical restrictions of the VR-study in terms of the visibility of the virtual environment.

The results of the field study were utilized in order to calibrate the sign recognition model. Subsequently, it has been demonstrated that the calibrated model is able to reproduce the field study’s route choice distribution at the first decision point. In how far the calibrated model can be used to predict route choice distributions in other facilities or even in other subway stations has not been investigated. Consequently, a general applicability of the model cannot be ensured yet. The parameter $P$ that describes the probability to perceive the first visible sign most likely has to be redefined if signage properties and environmental factors change noticeably.

Both the cognitive map model and the signage recognition model are accompanied by the disadvantage that it is difficult to determine the input for the models. In order to apply the cognitive map model, the knowledge degrees of the modeled pedestrians have to be known. For the signage recognition model the parameter $P$ needs to be determined. The execution of studies and surveys in the regarded facility can solve this issue. However, studies and surveys are accompanied with effort. In some cases they are not feasible at all, for example in buildings that are planned but not built yet. Here, assumption have to be made about the persons’ knowledge degrees and their willingness to consider signage. In some cases these assumptions can be made under the consideration of gathered data of similar buildings.

The model framework might not be ready to predict egress times accurately. This is due to the fact, that not all relevant wayfinding strategies are considered and the
existing model parts are not tested for a generic applicability. Moreover, the concept or idea of the cognitive map and generalized knowledge as tools people use to find their ways are also only models whose agreement with the reality is not proven. However, the study in the office building showed that the cognitive map model in combination with the implementation of generalized knowledge can reproduce route choices of people remarkably better than other selected state-of-the-art route choice models.

With the help of the model it is possible to conduct a case study such as the one that has been discussed in this thesis. Such a case study provides the possibility to determine a range of possible egress times that helps to narrow the actual egress times. The range also allows for identifying the strategy that is related to the highest evacuation time and thus allows for worst-case estimations. The range has been set up by applying the here presented model parts and other route choice model from the literature with various parametrizations.

Besides, with the help of the models the influence of various wayfinding strategies on the evacuation progress can be evaluated. Particularly, the effect of signs or salient landmarks on the evacuation progress can be assessed by using the model framework.

Beside the advantages that the model framework provides for the design and assessment of buildings the modeling approaches and certainly also the presented studies give new insights about tools and strategies involved in the human wayfinding process and thus open new discussions about wayfinding in various scientific fields.

10.2 Outlook

The model framework covers all wayfinding tools for individually moving pedestrians that have been mentioned in the literature. Though, the herding effect which may have a remarkable impact on the route choice is not taken into account. Generally, agents of the framework do not consider the presence of other agents, let alone the others' route choices. This also means that the simulated pedestrians do not identify jams in front of high frequented doorways and reroute via alternative routes. This applies also for the identification of propagating smoke and environmental factors such as differences in brightness and size of rooms or corridors.

Conveniently, the structure of the model framework allows for extensions by new parts. Thus, it is planned to integrate further models that consider the movements of other people or smoke into the framework. As single entities these models partially
already exist (see for example Schröder et al. 2013; Kemloh Wagoum, Armel Ulrich 2013).

The high computational effort that is related to the application of the presented framework is still an issue. Especially the long execution time discourages users to apply the framework for their purposes. In order to counteract this issue, it is planned to use MPI or other kinds of parallelization in the future so that also a high number of simulations with a lot of pedestrians can be accomplished in acceptable time.
10.2. OUTLOOK
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# Appendix A

## Route distribution that resulted from the cognitive map model

Table A.1: Results from the simulation in the office building of Research Center Jülich. Distribution of routes that were chosen by the agents in consideration of their knowledge degree.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Route / Knowledge degree</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Route A</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route B</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route C</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route D</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route E</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route F</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route G</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route H</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route I</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route J</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route K</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route L</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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![Diagram of subway station's concourse level]

Figure B.1: The simplified floor plan of the subway station's concourse level that has been used in the context of the case study discussed in Chapter 9.
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Figure B.2: The simplified floor plan of Platform U9 that has been used in the context of the case study discussed in Chapter 9.

Figure B.3: The simplified floor plan of Platform U8 that has been used in the context of the case study discussed in Chapter 9.
Appendix C

Case study - Initial conditions

In the context of the case study (see Chapter 9) the following xml-files have been used to set-up and execute simulation runs of Scenario D (Collaboration of strategies). If the reader is interested in further files that i.a. show the initial conditions of the other scenarios, he/she is referred to [Andersen 2018].

JPS-Inifile

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<JuPedSim project="subwaystation" version="0.8" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="../../xsd/jps_ini_core.xsd">
  <!-- header: seed, geometry, output format -->
  <seed>33708</seed>
  <max_sim_time>450</max_sim_time>
  <show_statistics>true</show_statistics>
  <!--maxCPU>1</maxCPU-->
  <num_threads>1</num_threads>
  <geometry>../../geo.xml</geometry>
  <!-- traectories file and format -->
  <trajectories format="xml-plain" fps="10">
    <file location="/traj.xml" />
  </trajectories>
  <!-- agents -->
  <agents operational_model_id="3">
    <agents_distribution>
      <group group_id="0" agent_parameter_id="1" room_id="0" subroom_id="1" number="25" router_id="7" />
      <group group_id="100" agent_parameter_id="1" room_id="0" subroom_id="1" number="25" router_id="7" />
      <group group_id="3" agent_parameter_id="1" room_id="0" subroom_id="2" number="10" router_id="7" />
    </agents_distribution>
  </agents>
</JuPedSim>
```
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```xml
<group group_id="300" agent_parameter_id="1" room_id="0" subroom_id="2" number="10" router_id="7" />
<group group_id="4" agent_parameter_id="1" room_id="0" subroom_id="3" number="10" router_id="7" />
<group group_id="400" agent_parameter_id="1" room_id="0" subroom_id="3" number="10" router_id="7" />
<group group_id="5" agent_parameter_id="1" room_id="0" subroom_id="4" number="25" router_id="7" />
<group group_id="500" agent_parameter_id="1" room_id="0" subroom_id="4" number="25" router_id="7" />
<group group_id="6" agent_parameter_id="1" room_id="0" subroom_id="5" number="25" router_id="7" />
<group group_id="600" agent_parameter_id="1" room_id="0" subroom_id="5" number="25" router_id="7" />
<group group_id="7" agent_parameter_id="1" room_id="0" subroom_id="6" number="25" router_id="7" />
<group group_id="700" agent_parameter_id="1" room_id="0" subroom_id="6" number="25" router_id="7" />
<group group_id="8" agent_parameter_id="1" room_id="1" subroom_id="0" number="4" router_id="7" />
<group group_id="9" agent_parameter_id="1" room_id="1" subroom_id="1" number="4" router_id="7" />
<group group_id="10" agent_parameter_id="1" room_id="1" subroom_id="2" number="4" router_id="7" />
<group group_id="11" agent_parameter_id="1" room_id="1" subroom_id="3" number="4" router_id="7" />
<group group_id="12" agent_parameter_id="1" room_id="1" subroom_id="4" number="4" router_id="7" />
<group group_id="13" agent_parameter_id="1" room_id="1" subroom_id="5" number="4" router_id="7" />
<group group_id="14" agent_parameter_id="1" room_id="2" subroom_id="0" number="4" router_id="7" />
<group group_id="15" agent_parameter_id="1" room_id="2" subroom_id="1" number="4" router_id="7" />
<group group_id="16" agent_parameter_id="1" room_id="2" subroom_id="2" number="4" router_id="7" />
<group group_id="17" agent_parameter_id="1" room_id="2" subroom_id="3" number="4" router_id="7" />
<group group_id="18" agent_parameter_id="1" room_id="3" subroom_id="0" number="4" router_id="7" />
<group group_id="19" agent_parameter_id="1" room_id="3" subroom_id="1" number="4" router_id="7" />
```
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<agents_distribution>
</agents>

<!-- operational models -->
<operational_models>
  <model operational_model_id="3" description="Tordeux2015">
    <model_parameters>
      <solver>euler</solver>
      <stepsizesize>0.1</stepsizesize>
      <periodic>0</periodic>
      <exit_crossing_strategy>1</exit_crossing_strategy>
      <linkedcells enabled="true" cell_size="30" />
      <force_ped a="5" D="0.1" />
      <force_wall a="6" D="0.2" />
    </model_parameters>
    <agent_parameters agent_parameter_id="1">
      <v0 mu="1.34" sigma="0.0" />
      <v0_idle_escalator_upstairs mu="0.6" sigma="0.0" />
      <v0_idle_escalator_downstairs mu="0.6" sigma="0.0" />
      <bmax mu="0.15" sigma="0.0" />
      <bmin mu="0.15" sigma="0.0" />
      <amin mu="0.15" sigma="0.0" />
      <tau mu="0.5" sigma="0.0" />
      <atau mu="0." sigma="0.0" />
      <T mu="1" sigma="0.0" />
    </agent_parameters>
  </model>
</operational_models>

<!-- route choice models -->
<route_choice_models>
  <router router_id="7" description="AI">
    <cognitive_map files="../cogmap.xml" />
    <signage file="../signage.xml" />
  </router>
</route_choice_models>
</JuPedSim>
Cognitive Map

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>
<cognitiveMap version="0.81" caption="cogMap" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="http://xsd.jupedsim.org/jps_geometry.xsd"
    unit="m">
    <regions>
        <region id="0" caption="Region0" px="22.8772" py="45.0156" a="48.9075" b="38.2634">
            <landmarks>
                <landmark id="0" caption="Landmark0" type="main" room1_id="0" subroom1_id="1" pxreal="9.3" pyreal="73.0" px="9.3" py="73.0" a="2.01265" b="1.06286">
                    <associations/>
                </landmark>
                <landmark id="1" caption="Landmark1" type="main" room1_id="0" subroom1_id="1" pxreal="8.5" pyreal="21.0" px="8.5" py="21.0" a="1.62914" b="1.09256">
                    <associations/>
                </landmark>
            </landmarks>
        </region>
    </regions>
</cognitiveMap>
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Signage

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>
<signage version="0.81" caption="signage" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="http://xsd.upsedsim.org/jps_geometry.xsd" unit="m">
  <signs>
    <!--U8/-->
    <sign id="0" caption="yellow_black_exit_sign" room_id="0" px="6.5" py="82.0"
      alphaPointing="270.0" alpha="180.0" />
    <sign id="1" caption="yellow_black_exit_sign" room_id="0" px="11.7" py="82.0"
      alphaPointing="270.0" alpha="0.0" />
    <sign id="2" caption="yellow_black_exit_sign" room_id="0" px="9.2" py="76.5"
      alphaPointing="90.0" alpha="270.0" />
    <sign id="3" caption="yellow_black_exit_sign" room_id="0" px="6.25" py="63.75"
      alphaPointing="90.0" alpha="180.0" />
    <sign id="4" caption="yellow_black_exit_sign" room_id="0" px="12.5" py="54.5"
      alphaPointing="270.0" alpha="0.0" />
    <sign id="5" caption="yellow_black_exit_sign" room_id="0" px="6.5" py="34.0"
      alphaPointing="270.0" alpha="180.0" />
    <sign id="6" caption="yellow_black_exit_sign" room_id="0" px="11.5" py="34.0"
      alphaPointing="270.0" alpha="0.0" />
    <sign id="7" caption="yellow_black_exit_sign" room_id="0" px="9.0" py="29.5"
      alphaPointing="90.0" alpha="270.0" />
    <!--U9/-->
    <sign id="8" caption="yellow_black_exit_sign" room_id="6" px="48.75" py="48.0"
      alphaPointing="24.0" alpha="204.0" />
    <sign id="9" caption="yellow_black_exit_sign" room_id="6" px="24.0" py="48.0"
      alphaPointing="204.0" alpha="284.0" />
    <sign id="10" caption="yellow_black_exit_sign" room_id="6" px="10.66" py="53.0"
      alphaPointing="204.0" alpha="114.0" />
    <sign id="11" caption="yellow_black_exit_sign" room_id="6" px="56.15" py="56.15"
      alphaPointing="204.0" alpha="284.0" />
    <sign id="12" caption="yellow_black_exit_sign" room_id="6" px="62.0" py="56.15"
      alphaPointing="204.0" alpha="284.0" />
  </signs>
</signage>
```
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<sign id="26" caption="yellow_black_exit_sign"
    room_id="11" px="9.45" py="50.0"
    alphaPointing="0.0" alpha="270.0" />
</signs>
</signage>
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